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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

New Series No. 1091

CHARLIE LASSITER
TO MAKE BID FOR
REPRESENTATIVE

JCC's Beauty Cont„est Set
For June 23 At varsity

1
0

25 i'ears of Service I

OUTWOOD VETS ARE Chairwomen Are Named
MAKING POPPIES
FOR MURRAY UNIT In Waterfield Campaign
Mrs. Williams Says
Murray Auxiliary
Will Sell Flowers

Murray High Team
Will -Bid For Title
At Henderson Field

Calloway Veteran
First Candidate
To Seek Position

V
"

TIGER THINLIES
PEP FOR W.K.C.
MEET TOMORROW

Vol. XVII; No. 20

MURRAY POPULATION — 5187

Murray, Kentucky,Thursday Afternoon, May 15, 1947

I

Mrs. Kes3elring
Addresses
Group

To Speak Here:]

Making of memorial poppies for
Murray High School's track team
Poppy Day is expected to reach a
Calloway county, home of Harry
finished preparations today for their
high peak by May 24, according to
Lee Waterfield. became the first of
bid for the West Kentucky Conferpresident
Mrs. George Williams,
Kentucky's 120 counties tee set up a
ence track title at the meet to be
and poppy chairman of the Murray
full-scale women's organization to
staged in Henderson tomorrow.
AuxilUnit of the American Legion
back his candidacy for governor
With more competitive experience
iary. Thousands of disabled vetMonday night when approximately
under their belts since they finisherans of bath world wars are be40 Democratic worrren met at the
ed . behind Louisville's three high
ing given employment in this work.
Murray Woman's club house.to elect
schools in the All-Kentucky meet
chairwomen.
are being made for the
Poppies
Tiger
the
Friday,
last
Louisville
at
Auxiliary in veterans hospitals and
Lester. Nanny. county 02
11=011
.
thinlies are expected to make a
nt workshops in every
convalesce
er the Waterfield organization here,
championWKC
the
bid
for
strong
part of the county, said Mrs.-441.1presided over the meet which heard
ship tomorrow.
Sally Cunningham Petty
__4400.,_4400 _as ivie,000 of the
Mrs. John Kesselring of Louisville,
Murrayans placing in the Allce
Prevo tre-nriranizahead of tfie---ifite-7.-At National Hospital Day this little red flowers or remembran
meet were:
are expected to be completed belion. deliver a short address and asAsHospital
American
the
year,
hurdles;
Alexander, first, high
He is married to the former Ruth
fore Poppy Day, May 24. The popsist in the organization of the CalAlexander, third, low hurdles;
sociation has requestedthat insti- pies which will be distributed here
Lovett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
loway gropp.
let. fifth. 880-yard run; Rudolph, tutions pay proper respect to their re being made by disabled veterFred Lovett of this county. They
Urging an active participation of
first. mile; Farris, third. mile: Row- non-professional personnel. The ans at Outwoext Hospital.
have no children.
women'in the campaign, Mrs. Kesslett, second, high jump; Miller, complex workings Of the modern
elring said, "Being for a man is not
He is a veteran of World War II,
Veterans are paid by the Auxilfourth, pole vault; Farris. fifth, dis- hospital need many trained em. Janette Farmer
enouAi. We must make endless. unhaving served with the U. S. Army
their work as fast as the
Joann Shroat
for
iary
cus.
ployees other than doctors, nurses
(Wallis Drug)
tiring efforts."
for three years. He has one broth(Boone Cleaners)
poppies are coppleted. The money
and' medical technologists.
Members of the Tiger aquad
-ist_also a
Elected as'chairwomenwere Mrs.
no on, eitables the- disabled-men
many
Howard
depends
Dr.
patient
a
of
comfort
TerGlin Jeffrey, Billy Ferguson,
C. J. McDevitt, city chairwoman':
veteran. His brother-in-law, Talto contribute to the support of their
of
help
efficient
,The
on
times
ry Grant, Harold Miller and Chad
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield, city
madge Lovett. died while serving
families but also gives the men the
Calloway ..ceunty's most beautiDr. Theodore R. M. Howard, forStewart, dashes: Billy Rudolph, nurse-aid, housekeepers, orderlies encouraging experience of being
co-chairwoman; Mrs. Stark Erwin,
In the North African campaign.
will
Murray,
of
ful girl will be selected at a beairty
resident
Negro
mer
Billy Farris and Jackie Miller, dis- and cooks.
Hazelicounty chairwoman, and Mrs.
able to do productive work again.
In 1945, while still in service. contest to be sponsored here by the
to a bi-racial group at the
ed.:
tances; Bill Rowlett and Hilly:FarAt'-the lecat Houston-McDevitt The work itself is valuable to (hem speak
John Grogan, Shiloh, county _
on
Lassiter made the race for Circuit --Murray
house
Chanabam sit-_-aimcourt
county
--Ts-raroad jump; Stewart and, RoW-, Clinic, the adffiinittraticin has Set as occupational therapy. The Dis- Calloway
chairwoman.
Court Clerk and was defeated by mer-C-e- on- MOnday night. June 23.
.
.
7:30
at
22,
May
evening,
lett, high jump, Ferguson and Far- aside Hospital Day this year to abled Veterans are the only paid Thursday
After the Calloway women had
a majority of approximately 500 at the Varsity theatre.
•
Dr. Howard, a prolffigy of the late named their leaders and discussed
ris, discus; Miller, pole vault. and call atiehtion to the faithful service workers in the Auxiliary's poppy
voles.
Competing for the right to repreEli Alexander,-- Ferguson. and Jef- and worthwhile contributions-.foe prograni" -The Worded NOW - dIstrib- Dr. win Mason, is nationally knottin plant for aiding Nanny in his coons.-----•
. 4-1,e_js a member of the Murray F sent Calloway county at the state
frey, hurdle's.
25 Year's of S ally Cunning- ute the flowers on Poppy Day serve -for. hls,work m the advancement ty-wide drive. Mrs. Kesselring cauAmenand A.m. 4105. the Murray
and national contests, as well as a
Petty,. This local colored lady as unpaid volunteers, Mrs. Williams of his race. He holds the B.S. 4.- tioned themto "keep two things in'
item
Can Legion Post and -the Russell chance at a' host of prizes, the girls
gree from Union College, pricoln: mind-work and Victory."
the Murray comrottriity has pre- explained.
of
Chapel W.O.W. camp Al Murray will be sponsored by businesses in
Neb.; and the Medical degree from
for this institution
meals
tWe
pared
"Unless we work, we won't taste
State he is a debater, member of Murray.
the College of Medical Evangelist, the vietory." she s_aid.
its founding in 1923, and for
since
the Commerce Club and the Wasspost
did
He
Los Angeles, Calif.
one year before this, serving as
First to enter the contest were
Present at the meeting were Bps.
- leyan Foundation. graduate work at' St. Louis. prid the Lois Waterfield. mother sof the cahFuneral services will be con- maid in the offices of Drs. Keys
Joann' Shroat, sponsored by Boone
ment
Lassiter's official ,announce
famous Mayo's Clinic, Rochester, didate. Mrs. Harry Lee Waterfield,
ducted at 3 o'clock this afternoon and Houston over the old First
Cleaners; Janette Farmer, spunwill be Farrieil in Hils paper next siired by Wallis Drug. 'and Lynn
at Story's Chapel for Mrs. Nannie National Bank Building.
and Mrs. Virginia Glass Smith,
Dr. J. A. Outland, Calloway Minn.
week.
Cook. 73, who died Wednesday
Radford. sponsored by the Blue
At present he is surgeon-in -chief chairwoman of the Lyon County
During 1946 she prepared meals county health officer, said today
morning at her hone near Story's for the 1,759 patients admitted to that the annual crippled children's at the Taborian hospital in Mound Waterfield Organizatibn.
Bird Cafe.
Cha_pel. Rev. F. B. Alexander and the hospital as well as, the meals clinic will be held in Paducah on Bayou, Miss.. termed the most proDavid Winslow. chairman of the
•
Rev. J. R. Puckett will conduct the served in the hospital dining room. Wednesciay. May 21.. at the Broad- gressive all-Negro community in
Jaycees' beauty contest commitservices. Mrs. Cook was 'a mem- Many a convalescent patient has way Methodist Church.
the nation.
tee. said today that numerous enber of the Story's Chapel Metho- e.a.e,ed the" taste thrill of "Sally's
tries are expected.' Other merit.
Dr. Howard will be introduced
Dr. Outland has sexed that anydist Church.
Lynn lailferd
bera of the committee are Jack Be.
cooking" and will join the hospital one wishing to secure transporta- by Dr. Ora Mason. Murray. The
the
of
chairman
Lesttn Nannyl
(Blue Bird Cafe)
lote, Sam Boyd Neely and Ed Frank
Survivors are her husband. V. F. staff in thanking her for her con- tion to the clinic contact members talk is sponsored by the All ReCalloway county Harry Lee Water- Kirk. Winslow said that several
-Baccalaureate services for MurCook, Bell City, two daughters, tinuous faithful service to an insti- of the county health department at ligious Council of Murray State
today
field organization, announced
Proceeds will be used ray High Sao.) will be held on
merchants have, already been cem-•—
Mrs. Ethe,_Keel and Mrs. Jewel tution endeavoring to render ser- the court house,
College.
that an organizational meeting of tacted and that they ate very much I
18. at 8
Guthrie, comity; two half-sisters. vice to suffering humanity.
to purchase, equipment for the Sunday evening. May
the Democratic group will be held an favor of entering a girl in the
o'clock in the First Baptist Church.
High School cafeteria.
Mrs. Beula Reaves, county. and
Douglas
In the court house on Monday. contest.- Although donations have
The Rev. Herbert A. West, pastor
Mrs. Ruby Humphries, Murray,
Dr.' Howard had origimilly planMay 19, at 8 pm. Purpose of the not been asked. Winslow said that
the Memorial Baptist Church of
of
nice brother. Willie Story. Murray:
Afin
work
missionary
do
ned to
meeting. Nanny said, is to set up Belk-Settle Company offered a
city, will deliver the. baccalauthis
with
three half-brothers. Leslie Story.
work
to
decision
his
rica but
the organization on a county-wide $25.00 prize and 'Boone' Cleaners
sertnorr to the 52 graduates in
reate
resultMayfield, and Raymond and Rupert
Mississippi
in
race relations
basis and, to. make arrangements asked to make a 810 prize aeailable.
class.
year's
this
comg
Story, county: and nine grandchiloubtandin
ed in one of the
Clegg Austin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
for getting the voters to register. Further details of the contest and
Dramatic Music Is
The baccalaureate program foldren and four great grandchildren.
the South.
of
munities
Williams.
Jerry
and
School
Austin.
B.
A
Study
Bible
Nanny explained that all voters picture's bf girls selected •by busilows:
Based On Scott's
Murray. Leslie Story. Mayfield, .
Recalling his start in medicine
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. L. D
Processional. Miss Roberts: Invbwho will reach their 21st birthday ness men to represent their stores
Will Stress "Fellow
and Raymond end Rupert Story.'
Scotland
Of
once
Story
Howard
Dr.
of
ratings
Mason.
awarded
Dr.
were
under
and have been a resident here for will be carried in .this paper. Mercation, Rev, Robert Jarman. pascounty; and nine. grandchildren and Williants.
Jesus"
With
Workers
like
I'd
if
me
asked
Kentucky
he
23d
the
"One
said,
"Excellent" at
one year prior to the November chants who desire further informator, First Christian Church; hymn,
The chorus ef Murray State Col- four great grandchildren.
to gray Up to be a doctor. 1 said congregational singing: sermon,
High School Music'Festival herd In
election are eligible to register. tion are asked to contact members lege. under the direction of Prof.
"Fellow Workers With Jesus"
his
Burial will be in Story's Chapel i Lexington last week.
in
job
a
me
gave
yes. So he
June 3 is the last day to register.
Rev. H. A. West; hymn. - congregaof the above committee.
will be the theme of the Daily VaL. R. Topiam, will. present Max cemetery.
washing dishes after tional singing; benediction. Rev.
The Waterfield organization will
rlegg entered the clarinet solo cation Church School at First Meth- hospital,
The winner of the Calloway con- Bruch's -The Cross of Fire" at the
name co-chairmen in every pre- test will represent the county in
henry Mullins Jr., pastor. First
event and Jerry competed in the odist Church_ The school will be- school."
recital hall on the campus Sunday
Pr. Howard eventuatry received Methodist Church: recessional. Miss
trumstet event. Both were accom- gin on Monday, May 26. and close
cinct in the county and will launch the West Kentucky Beauty Contest
at 3 o'clock.
afternoon
panied by Miss Mary Elizabeth on Friday, June 6, with a picnic. his degree and returned to Murray Roberts:.
an jntenaive drive to get out the to be: staged at Paducah's Columbia
with the chorus as sovote in the Democratic primary Theatre on July 7. She
Roberts.-music director at the high Special emphasis will be given to where he performed operations in
com- . Appearing
will be Ole Mae Cathey, so'Dr. Howard
Nanny said.
pete against winners from 14 west loists
teaching the Bile and helping boys Dr. Mason's hospital.
B. D. Nisbet, field secretary for
Hugh McGee, baritone,'and
applica- believes his many Chnres have helpthe
Kentucky counties in a show to be prano:
understand
won
'
to
girls
performers
and
individual
Fifty
the Kentucky Disabled Ex-Service
Rudolph Howard. bass.
to their ed him become a better physician.
broadcast over station WPAD and
be'in Murray ori.' "Superior" ratings and 75 "Ex- tion of Biblical teachings
Mrs Garnett Jones, chairman of
.Attempted in Murray for the first Men's
and in. Of his own hospital he said, -I can
courses
aei
WPAD-FM.
The
lives.
awarded
daily
were
cellent- decisions
driee.
IMO" 20,
job in here. It's how the Calloway County cancer
any
down
time, the "Cross of Fire" contains Tuesday,
hold
•
follows:
as
are
apfrom
structdrs
more than 2.500 students
And ..l can said today that doaations, to the
Nisbet will be available on that
doctor.
a
be
to
a story based on parts of Sir Walgot
I
in
him
proximately 125 high schoOls
Nursery. 2-3 years Of age:
should be mailed to her
ter Scott's "Lady -of the Lake." It date' at the Peoples Saving Bank. Kentucky competed in the twothank the son of a Kentucky Con- campaign
Mrs. Charlotte Whitnell will preHerbert Dunn instructor-. The unit.
me. gave as soon as possible as the drive
He has asked veterans to condelievered
He
federate.
is a.dtamatic--interpretation of the
sent her expression pupils' in a
day festival.
"Religious Nurture in Nursery Class
soon.
Approximately 50 members of the old Scottish clan bearing the cross tact him regarding aid in filing
me my first hospital job and pin will close
recital to be held at the High School
Those in the festival were rated and Home." •
No soliciting is being done in the
their dedocis
ins-sand
war
a
was
firsaitetert
town-es
claims
to
He
sehool.
town
in
class
School
High
from
Murray
senior
May
fire
of
through
me
night.
on
Friday
auditorium
drive. Mrs Jones said.
Beginners. 4-5 years of age; Mrs. tor and a saint "
pendents l'ihd other benefits to superior _ in regional elimination
and their instruct4s attended the declared.
P 16, at 7:30 o'clock
The unit.
C'ontest.,
instructor.
d
,
Wilmuth
entitle
be
Joe
may
they
which
in
last
Carnival
Cotten
Memphis
be
will
program
Beale
Miss Lula Clayton
The Sunday afternoon
-The World About Us."
the accompanist for the program. Tuesday.
is believed by members of the colPrimaries'. 6-8 years of age; Mrs.
lege music department to be one
Rue Overby instructor. The onit,
of the most dramatic musical, pro.We filo To Church." - •
"
rent
am
great at , the college.
Junior. 9-11 years IV age. Mrs.
Charles Robertson instructor. The
unit: -People Who Lived in Jesus.'

Charlie L. Lassiter, native of Calloway county and student iA Murray State College, told this paper
recently that he would, soon enter
the race for state representative
from Calloway county. Lassiter is
the first candidate to seek the post.
Calloway's; current state representative. is Kirby Jennings.
Lassiker, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. L. Lassiter, was born near the
/ Pine Bluff community. A. graduate of Almo High School, he is
now studying commerce at Murray

Services Today For
Mrs. Nannie Cook 1

Dr. Outland Offers
Rides To Paducah

Democratic, Meet •
Is Monday Night

•

Will Address
54 Graduates

COLLEGE CHORUS
TO SING SUNDAY

Two Get Excellent
Rating At Contest i/

METHODIST PLANS
VACATION SCHOOL

Vet Advisor Plans
Visit Here Tuesday

Cancer Drive Ends

Expression Recital
Is Friday, May 16 4

Seniors Visit

•

-14albrs -Proclamation IS"
Issued To Set Navy Week

C

150 Reservists
Join Local
Unit

5.

Mayor George Hart issued a proclamation this week proclaiming.
the week of May 18 to May 25 as
Naval Reserve Week in Murray
and asked the citizens to "lend full
interest and support necesary to
the success of the. Naval Reserve
program."
The postwar Naval Reserve program has aroused considerable interest in Calloway beca,use of the
contemplated local Naval Reserve
unit which will, when approsifd
. by the commandant of the Ninth
Naval District. lae stationed al Kentucky Lake. The Navy proposes to
equip the unit with a ship, radar
equipment, guns, and radio equipment when a 200 man quota has
been reached. Local naval peraonnel have reported that •approxiry
mately 150 Calloway Naval veterans and others have enlisted as
members of the unit.
I Time- in the Naval Reserve is
*credited with a five per cent increase in base pay for every three
years. EX-Navy men are enrolled

Services-Are Held
For J. M. Haneline

Murray Coaching School
Starts Thursday, May 29

Funeral services were held Tuesat the rate held when discharged day afternoon at 2:30 at the Coldand all members may be advanced water Church of Christ fear Joe
in rate. Members of the Naval Re- M. Hanialine, 76, whn died Monday
serve continue to receive all bene- at the home of Bert Bazzell in the
fits of the C. 1. Bill. of Rights. A
oldwater community.- The Revs..
bill now before Congress proposes; C. W. Lawrence and L. H. Pogue
that 180 Navel RPOCieViate• a year officiated.
"Jimmie: Jae" Fulks, one of the
•
'
be offered a Presidential appoiht- -•Haneline
was a member of the greatest hardwood stars ever to
Academy.'
Naval
U.S.
the
rnent to
Coldwater Church of Christ.
wear the Blue and Gold of Murray
Local Naval Reserve leaders are
Survivors include two daugh- State. will be a feature of the
Lieut. George E. Overbey. USNR. ters, Mrs. Etsell Nance and Mrs. coaching school scheduled for the
Officer in Charge, Volunteer Re- O'Dell
Keltno. Mayfield; three college on May 29. 30 and 31.
cruiting Office, 104 Gatlin Build- sons
, Thelma Hasline, Portland,
.
Other basketball and football auOakley,
H.
L.
Comdr.
Lt.
ing;
Ore., Glenn Hanehree and Cratus thorities to participate in the firat
Moore.
Jim
Comdr.Lt.
USNR;
Haneline, both of .Pelajefield; two annual event art. Howard Allen.
USNR. and Lt Don Hackett. USNR. sisters. Mrs. Sue Smith Tennesitee.
Murray former star' McCoy Tarry.
folon,
proclamati
The Mayor's
and Mrs. Ida Nabers, Hugo, Okla., colorful mentor of the Brewers High
lows:
stierme, .Redmen; Jim Moore. Murray head
and <Snit brother, Caesar
-• MAYOR'S PROCLAMA71ON
Coldwater.
grid coach: John Miller, veteran
-WHEREAS. the right and privilBred campaigner: Roy Stewart.
was in Bazzell emete.e.
Burial
ege of a'-dernorratic people to deMurray's `athletic director: Floyd
termine for themselves, individualBurdette, Murray grad and cage
ly, what part they shall take in
coach at Alabama, and Don Fauna.
inalienis
afairs,
_
their country's
widely known exponent of the
able: Arid,
Funeral services will be held in cangerous .T. formation.
the
of
one
WHEREAS, it is also
.Falmotith, at a date to be set, for
?ulks first appeared in the basvirtues' of our American system Thornton E. McKinney. 74. who
picture when he made Allketball
natthat whatever Is done for the
died Tuesday at a Murray hyspital. Stat., at Kuttawa High School. He
ional good finds support in city.
Thornton resided on the Haze was tamed all American at Murray
town,- and hamlet, throughout the
Highway. His wife. Mary Lowa in 1941 In 1943 he cast his lot with
land; and.
Hester McKinney. died January 15 the U S Marine Corps and was an
WHEREAS, the New-. Civilian
outstaeiding player in the service
of this year.
Naval Reserve, dedicated to the
pat season
McKinney is survived by a broth- circuit He played the
building of better citizens and the
Wafflers and
er. Hobert McKinney, of Falmouth With the Philadelphia
(Continued on Page 2)
•

Grid And Cage
Authorities
Booked

Day."
4
Intermediates. q-15 years of age;
Mrs. A. D. Butterilerth, Mrs. Hugh
Houston instructors. The unit, "0,
Come Let Ut Worship."
.The school will run from Monday through Friday of the twe
weeks it will be in operation or a
total of ten days. Certificates will
he awarded at the close of the
school nad prizes will be given to
those with 100 per cent ..1ittendance.
Boys and girls of other religious
groups are most cordially invited
to attend where it will not interfere with Vacation Schools in their
Mein chutehes. Visitors will be
l_ given full credit and recognition
for their .work.

Annual County. 4-11 Club
Rally Will Be Held Here

County Winners L.F. Vaugtan Rites
Will Be Conducted
To Get Free
Last rites will be coqducted torip
day at Hazel for Levi Franklin

The anr,;..- 4-H -Club RallIr Day
Caloteby's 400 4-H club members- Will be',Saturday, May 17.
The meeting. ,beginning at 10:00
a.m, will be held in the First Christian Church.
Pledge of alleigance to the flag
will be led by Hilda Suggs, Lynn
Grove, and 4.H pledge by. Luby
Parish, Kirksey. Mrs, Mary Farmer will lead group singing. The
speaker will be Max'.Hurt.
After a picnic lunch, the county
winners will be Selected from club
contests in girls'
Red Cross courses in First Aid, members entering
boys' demonstraWater Safety and Aacident Preven- demonstrations,
and clothing protion will be taught- at the Murray tions, terrating
All girls with comState College swimming pool at the ject exhibit.
projects wiU take
school to be held ,May 19 through pleted clothing
part in the dress revue.
Maya4.3.
The award for County winners is
Ceenducting the courses will be
: ii free trip to Lexington in June to
George W Reading, field represent,
4-H club
ative for the American Red Cross 'attend the state-wide
reek.
been
as
Reading-h
Area-,
Eastern
Arrangements for the day were
active in Boy Scout, Red. Cross,
by Miss Rachel Rowland,
made
Rotary
and
Trade
Junior Board of
ion agent, and S.
Club activities at Winchester, Va., home demonstrat
V Foy: county agent
where he lives.

Red Cross Swimming
Courses Are Slated

T. E. McKinney pies

Joe Folks
cracked all known scoring records
in the professional books.'
Stewart announced last Week that
a sizeable crowd was expected to
attend the school for Kentucky and
nearby states. Information bulletins have been sent to coaches ip
'Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri and Arkansas.

-

Vaughan. 83, who chgcl Tuesday at
.the home of his daughter. Mrs:
Muncie Steely. Hazel community.
The Rev. H. F. Paschal-1 will Officiate.
He was a member of the Stanton Memorial Church of Miami,
Fla.
Other survivors include another
daughter, Mrs. J. A. Austin: Miami;
a son. J. P. Vaughan, Covina, Calif.;
two sisters. Mrs. W. P. Barton, Sedalia. and Mrs. Boaz Gibbs, Murray; one brother. J. R. Vaughan,
Logan, W. Va., and fives grandchildren. One grandson. Will Frank
Steely, Hazel is attending Co-.
lumbia University in South Carolina.
Pallbearers will be Lemon White,
Jim Steele. Jack Newt:Tort. Flnoy
Outland, Napoleon Parker and
Ooleman• Hurt.
Honorary pallbearers are Seld
Edgins. Gilbert
Herndon, Jim
Blakely, Charlie Armstrong. .0scar Turnbow, Grover Charlton and
Jim Wilcox.
Burial will be in Sedalia.
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PAGE TWO

THE LEDGER 85.
,TIMES. MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Aviation Education Day 1TIMELY
Will Be Held Al Murray

!reds' Hurling Corps

TOPICS
From The County
Agent

.are

- THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1947

Naval Reserve
Week Observed

Dexter News

Cedar Lime News

The tractors are going day and
Mrs. Mary JOyce is employed in
night now.
With the weather Centralia: Ill,
warming up the fields will all soon
(Coalioued from Page 1)
Paul Mathis of Centralia visited
be plainted with the golden grain. his mother..Mrt Bob' Mathis,. last
-a
S. V. Foy
prrrtection
oft this -nation's cosm
Mrs. Sallie Bishop, a former Sunday.
_
in
investment
world
peace, is a
school teacher and resident of this
aetivaies relating io.aviatian educe- Blue Mold
Mr. and Mrs. Euing Edwards and definite instrument for the goisi
community,
a,
wet
_baled
at
New
Several
farmers
have
reported
I
•
Sun:slayPlans are under wayaaar an Aviii-- tama
children of Pachatah spent
1
of all: and,
Providence Monday afternoon. She
tion Edueatiou Day. Zilch will be .Dr Richard F. Jaggers.. of the plant beds being destroyed by blue;
with_ Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Edwards,
died in California.
WHEREAS, the Civilian Naval
depend,
moldiR
Our
_tobacco
ciim
Mr. and Mrs. Lundy Tubbs and
held at Murray State College June state ` departnient of education.
The auditorium at New Concord Mn, and Mrs. Alvie Galloway of. Reserve ofers- training and edue.i10 as part ef a three-day confer- Frankfort; will also 'have a'part in upon the extent .,that the ba.
mold will spread. It can very easWas filled to its standing and seat- Alin() were Sunday guests of Mr. Metal opportunities to our young
v ..it ion education. the-Three-day program.
cnce here
people.'In addition. to the voluntary
ily reduce our tobacco crop over 50
ing capacity Sunday aftermion and Mrs. A. V. Reeves,
June . 10. 11. and 12. according to
Other speakers and education per cent. There is only one thing t
role they . assume with the
when singers from alr parts met.
Mrs. Bernise Thurrittia-81 MemMiss Mayrell Johnsisn. chairman ef.• leaders will alasabe present to dtsNaviny-peclth;
to dub keeep. tgue . mold in 'cheala
but the flowers wentato Mrs Bar- phis, Terms was a weekend •guest
Itia-;
'Wlar.T.1,
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FLLISECHALMERS

VETERANS
Ask Abut G. I. Free Training
TOLER'S BUSINESS COLLEGE

Ex-Service Men's
News

WEATHER-VANE.

WE SELL

100 per cent California Redwood

11

RUBBER STAMPS

Combination Storm Windows and Doors
With Solid Copper Screens

Mason Lake News

Ledger.& Times

•

% MASTER SEAL

(

--

Outstanding Features

Dependable

1)LHERS

1

The

DEEPFREEZE
The 1 alked About Home Freezer ...
Holds 350 lbs. of Meat

JEEP

41.. 1441M%

Taylor Implement Co.

AVAILABLE NOW AT

1

BISBEE'S COMEDIANS

Bert Co.

MURRAY CrfqrE WFEIC'

Starting Monday, May 19
In Their BigWater-Proof, Fire-Proof Tent Theatre
South Fourth Street

Monuments

A Symbol of Loved Ones Who Have Passed On

25

•

ANTIQUE AUCTION SALE
Select a Monument F,rorn Our,

TUESDAY, MAY 20, 1947

Wide Variety of Designs

1600 A. M.
RAIN or SHINE

EudAiritvg and Beautiful, our Monuments
WV of Superb Quality Granite

GLASS, CHINA, FURNITURE
and LAMPS
•

DIXON'S ANTIQUE SHOP

Murray Marble & Granite Works
Eat
_

418 Edding Street
Fulton,Ky.

Near Depot

fft
1 Li,i.

PEOPLE - 25

Presenting..
Three and Four Act Comedy Plays
Five Big Novelty Vodvil Acts Nightly
Ilob Asher's 8-Piece Swing Band
BOOB* BRASFIELD, South's Funniest Comedian
Mahala, The Master Magician
OPENING PLAY —
"THE GIRL NEXT DOOR"
A rip-roaring comedy
ADMISSION: Adults 50c
Children 25c
Reserved Seats 20c
All Tax Included
Doors Open 7:00
Curtain 8:00

.00
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Personal Paragraphs

Murray Is Invited To Participate In
National Survey of Regional Dialect

Mrs. IC L..Drake and Mrs. Henry days this week in Ft Mitchell as
Holton are spending several days guests of Dr. Francis Bell and famin Memphis
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Buist Scott spent
dialect
Ralph Churchill. of Fort Worth,
%Rd
quality.
MurraY State College has been loudness, or
relaMurray
week-erldeewith
..the .speesh _ of
Another week and so little ac- the
Tex., visited relatives in Murray
invited -to participate in a na- repres,entative.
ac- complished; very llttle corn -plant- tives.
tional survey of regional dialect educated pergons in. the area,"
over the week-end. He was en
Dick flood, medical student at
ed in this community although a
being conducted by the speech de- cording to the announcement
to his home after attending
route
visited
.
Louisville
of
y
Univeriit
short
the
ground
a
few have their tobacco
partment of the University of lEach speaker Will record
Baptist convention
Southern
the
Hood,
Hall
Mrs.
and
Mr.
parents,
movethe
his
speech ready.
•
it Preparations have beenMade for In cotiperation With
Iowa, according to an announce- reading and an impromptu
Louis.
St.
in
e
&
week-on
the
be sent to
sponsored by dairy leaders
Mrs. Wash Tories-- of this - com- during
ment made recently by-Dr. E. L. des' the recordings will
a busy season on the 315-acre col- ment
and limes
and an- muinty -is)very ill.
of Calloway County to introduce
Mrs. W. L. Fultun of Owensboro - Mrs. Sammie Miller
Pross, head of the deportment of 'the University for studs
lege farm this year. One new hay
this Allen- have relurned to their home
recentMurray
who
in
,
dairying as an important source of
Muther'al
relatives
Ethel
is
visiting
Mrs.
alysie.
,
literieure
Integuagess_ and e
M- Royal Oak, Iich., after a visit
rake has been bought and all other income for faieners of Western
Representing -Murray will be Joe ly undeteeerit - vi - tieact operation-)insurvey will be made in colleges.
of five weeks with. their parents
home
Glen
at:
machinery haS been newly painted. Kentucky district, the college farm
is
Burkeen,
hospital,
Eminett•
eStarks,
Louisvill
a
the
daughut
througho
and universities
Mrs. Fred Robinson and
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. T. es
and
Outstanding - items of production has donated from its herd of one
Horner.
fine.
Bill
and
doing
Pace
and
be
country and the results will
ter. Freda Ann of Ooltetvah,-Tenn.,
.
Wilkerson
S.
for
this year will be corn, tobacco, of the largest in the county a
ill
Paduat
been
WKYB
.
has
Station
Jones
Ada
Radio
Mrs.
subject to research and publicaare guests of the former's mother,
isOlfass 'seed, swine, poultry and purebred heifer caw to'Joe Miller,
Lynn Wilkerson has left for Decah will make the required tran- the past feev days. -She—te Totally Mrs. Vera Rogers.
tion.
Vegetable crops
dairy products.
the courtesy blind andeonfined to her room, but
he will be em.
NtaYktel4..100.. g.,ber ot.th•
Each school participating will be scriptions, 'through
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Futrell troit. Mich., where
will be low this season.
station man- is always very patient and cheerF.F.A. at the Murray Training
asked to select four inale speakers of E. J. Paxton Jr.,
and. Miss Sue Futrell spent several ployed. .
ful. I always get a I...WM in "meekAccording to Profs A. Carman. -Sehool. The understanding is that
heating "normal speaking ability; ager.
ly bearing ones htfrdens" when I
however, because of high labor tier first calf will be given to the
no abnormalities (if pitch, note
and feed costs with low production college farm as payment for the
visit her.
prices, the farm income will be cow. The farm is also promoting
...Tim Jones of Moundsty, III.,
to
less as compared with last year's an artificial breeding program
visited Mr. ana Mrs. W. S. Murdock
increase purebred cattle herds for
and Mrs. Ada Jones overthe week-810.500.
Calloway County and district.
end. Mr. Junes has been in very
poor health for the past few months
but is better at present.
The F.H.A. chapter. of Murray eff.ce:
Mrs. Tata Lassiter had as guests
Jean Wisehart, president; Naomi on Mother's day, her parents, Mr.
High School had its reagular meeting Tuesday, May 13, in the audi- McMillen, first vice-president; Nor- and Mrs. L. C. Kemp, her sister
John Temple Grimes II
'
follows:
and Mrs. Roy
The twenty-fourth annual com- torium. The program
ma Farris, second vice-president; and husband, Mr.
Miss Naomi McMillen. president
We Can Do All Types of
Pool and her brother. Mr. and MI
be mencement exercise will be held
Corn,
Jean
Flowering shrubs should
;
secretary
8 por-tem, opened the meeting with Betty West.
Bud Kemp of Detroit, Mich.
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ehapter
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the ed to give the report on
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Kemp have
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shrubs under control and in good commencement address.
to
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this
added
at Murray Training
and friends.
Mr. Graves, America's most the season
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of
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president
presiding
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ington University Law School in follewinis
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writer
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I he served in the heavy artillery.
A brilliant phrase-maker, Mr.
farmers are really on the
When. some two 'thousand years Kentucky
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march.
of his. address at Murray, "The ago, Publilius - Syrus said a'rolling
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graduate this year, it wes an- them was agriculture in the Deep And all
wills that things be
nounced by Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, South as compared with farming For God
right.
last
in
registrar
in Kentucky. As I said
week's article. the South is far
Our hearts, too, grow dim with
SO, WHY NOT HAVE
ahead of 'Us in timber conserve.
fear.
lion. But in growing envoi and With sorrow, with pain, and there
YOUR CAR
WIMPAPiR
raising liveetuelt we seem to be
Crling's a teare
mod .
100 per cent *lead of thole states, It was God who made the rain'"
SIMONIZED
excepting Tentless He, too, made tears and not in
DECOIllITOCS
and
! In a recetrack performence here on the average,
SUKPlitS
vain.
Tuesday. Murray Slate's baseball GeV.
WAXED
▪
While terracing and contour
team annihilated Bethel College of
and
Deep The rain—so cool, so clear,
are, old in the
I McKenzie. Tom.. 28-1 and 13-2 in plowing
clean
.1 a double-header Of'seven and five- South, liming the, soil and using
Come in and let us give
the world dark and time to
legumes are noticeable only in Makes
inning seimes.
your car a new paint job.
dream.
lilies.
Chama
on
oc
1
jumped
few
ively
Elreds
comparat
Murray's
We have a variety of colBut wheel it is gone.' birds burst
berlain for 14 runs in the first two Sharecroppers continue to grow
see our patterns
in song.
ors for you to choose from.
innings of the openerewhile Bill cotton on land that has been getis
nothing
and
smile
flowers
McClure pitched 4-hit ball to gain ting thinner. met tlaienei for more The
'Wrong.
PAINTING IS OUR
his first victory in his first game than half a century, while in Kenof thceseason. Jim Pearce hit two tucky the majority Alf farmers are So into your life when teardrops
SPECIALTY
Manson and rebuilding _ the fertility of their
homers and Harold
fall. ".
Claude Nunnelli hit one each in soil and ioving and increasing Ftilownber God, the sun and the
hoist
the
their output of meat on
the first tilt.
rain, then call
Pearce got credit forl'. winning the Down there first-rate farming is To Him. who with power and
he
spotty, whereas in Kentucky agris
second game entering the tilt
grace.
and notvtallewing
140prrnvi
iing
ulturee id..litilaeroving steadily in
v i444
i
Aitsie
and 'sin smiles
'11 vanish
at lean TOO of The 120 tenon ..
on your face.
Loughary hit a home run in the
, —Virgil Adams'
Our own agrictiltwal peogress
nightcap. Martin, Bethel pitcher, in the last dozen years tfee been
got credit for the loss.
due largely to the educationel•_ In Meade county. there—are 40
Telephone 323
Ray Buckingham
Ninth- and Sycamore
The twin victories were Murray's work of ehe Experiment Station at head of cattle on feed tar the
107 North Fifth
with
games
four
in
third
arid
second
Lexington—te Dean Thomas Coop- Louisville fat cattle show arid- sale
•••••••• ••=...1=1.
Day Phone 777 — Nigl..Phone 872-M
N._...
,...M...•••••.4M.....M..-41MD
Bethel and eighth and ninth against er and his staff of Htddslrien. cPiale
.........M. .. ••••• 400.•••••• nIIIM....1=1,..M.
,
•••••.....
Bfeivernbee.
40 4 losses.
and home demonstne
ty
thin agents. I don't mean that the
revelations and reeommendatione
in the Committee ail Kentucky's
report fin, agriculture are exaggerated. I vouch 'for eVerythIng the
tains. but at' the same
,
report clin
time it is a pleasure- 54 say that

Busy Season Expected
On Murray College Farm

1947
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ident
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II into the
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MURRAY HIGH F.H.A. CHAPTER
ELECTS OFFICERS,DELEGATES

PLUMBING
and
REPAIRING

have
ificial
coun-

Complete

Prune Flowering
Shrubs in Spring

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

New Providence'tot
Organize Baptist
Missionary Chp-ch

FITTS & CHANDLER

"

•

CONCRETE
SERVICE!

VARSITY THEATRE
rDeanne in the mood for to

ero
ilW. NI NUEø
r•I‘JI

raw Iasi

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
/

• CONCRETE PRODUCT

„..?..)eanna

DITRBIY
goat
DRAKE

•

1

Sherwin - Williams Complete Line of Insect Killers...

25 per cent — Spray

19

BEYDIX

-8 per cent — Powder

026

1.

BUG BLASTERS and REFILLS
WEED-NO-MORE for your LAWN

-Poem

SPRING IS
HERE

We also have a complete
line 'of

Murray Wins In
; Doubleheader

890
MOWN

Brush-on

PAINT and WALLPAPER
SUPPLIES
Come in to
before you buy

r

Murray - Paint & Wallpaper Co.

-134U. CK;§ BODY Stioir

7

C

1`.

Special Spring Lubrication and Tune Up

This Suite Makes Your Dining Room
Worth Hitving ...

How women and girls
may get wanted relief

THIS BEAUTIFUL Bleached Hahogrtiy Junior 9-piece Dining Room
Suite, pictured on page 53. Better
Homes and Gardens. May issue, is
modern 'and comfortable.

from functional periodic pain

upholstered in green, table his eetra leaf, pulls are Leahd of brass.

Seats are

CASH or TERMS

['std.!! Is a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and nervous strain of functional peraodio
distress. liere s bow It may help:
is Taken like a tonic.
It should stimulate
•ppetite. aid digestion... thus help build re,
sistonce for the 'tine"
to come.
Started 3 days
tore ' your time", It
should help relieve
pain due to purely func.
Lions! periodic causes.
Try Cardul. If It helps, you'll
be glad you did.

Riley Furniture & Appliance Co.

• Check Carburetor
• Lubricate Chassis

• Pack Front Wheels
• Change Differential Lubricant

$6.50

• Change Transmission Lubricant
(Chevrolets Only — Parts Extra
• Change Motor Oil

straightening and
Get our price on wash, polish, and vacuum cleaning, also
paint jobs

be-

2

"Your Kelvinator Dealer"

• Tune Motor

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY

Telephone 97

511•1 Maple Sheet

Phone 587

East Side Square

•

wiesseetemeenierese--edle

„
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Club .News

Women s- Page
MRS. 11. 1:•:
;_q.1.11I.

SOL

jet) Editor ,;„

Activities

Locals_

Weddings

Phone '247

•
_Golden

Mrs

1-:•„gtlq,

Anniversary Of
Mayfield Couple Held ,

1M:

s. d

M.,g 110-'.
1;, %,

Mts.

CO:C

•

Mr. and Mrs. Anderson
Entertain With Dinner

N

Kaye ;aid }tubs.
Ito

Mi and Nits
who ressi,
May!ii t

Smon. Sr

Cii-e/es .1/eet

wed i
May :1 iiit Itt Lit iic;,:ss ,,s
„ 1899 i F
I:t•
perform , d
.
Met hodiss
attemied by Mis• I
Albert.. Mo_

Miss Ann Brown And
Paschall West Wed
.\/.
In Church Ceremony

On Wednesday. May 7. Mr. and Mrs. Dan Andes-son of North 'ThirMr. and Mrs. 011ie Brown 'anteenth strees'entertAlued their son. , nounce the marriage of their
daughHomer Outland Jr.. and, his cousin, I ter, Dorothy Ann. to Paschall West,
stAmes. Loyd-Smith..ot
son of Mr. andMrs. 04-12n 1,1,7p.r
niThiCifor tifiliCITITst birthday..
T ot Murray. The double ring ceret
They .receiVed _ many nice- gifts. i mony was read by the Rev- ...JoyceAfter a big dioner that was en- I Moore of Paducah at Sinking
joyed by all. the afternoon was Springs church on the afternoon of
spent in playing games and making: May 4 at three o'clock.
•
s,
pictuts s
,
The altar was backed with white
7
—
•
.
' '
.people
attended!
azaleas
arid
dogwood,
and
tall
white
The -!!'"owing
the dinner.
tapers burned in branched candeMrs. Aubrey eollye and children.' labra.
Nelle and Billie. Mr. and Mrs. G. C.J.
Preceding the ceremony Miss Ola
.,
. .
Mae Cathey, accompanied by Miss
Jerry. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lee and
_
_—__
_
Reba Jo Cathey. sap
- g -One Alone"
son. Jerry. Mr and Mrs. Perry
by Romberg and -I Love Thee' by
Wilkerson ,ind daughter, Jeannene.
Grieg:
Miss Ola Mae Cathey
Miss Bernice Wils.m, Gilmer ThomPL1Yed the triiditional wedding
as.
Flossie
Clifford
Wilson.
S
xith
.
ca3 G,,ode of Hopktn,vine.
Ida marches for the processional and

Garden Lecturer Is I
:Speaker For May 21
Dorothy Biddle, Garden .
Editor, Is Scheduled
For Talk On.Flowers

MORE AND MORE PRETTY PIECE
GOODS! „

Murray Star Chapter was opened
Murray Star Chapter No.433 mid ,
'Hardin Claapter No, ,277. The Order i in regular form' by Ila Mae Copeof the Eastern Star, met Tuesday llain
niatro.
irutihsyhed
thig
idi,stw
el;si,sept
n‘
ientgloitti Masonic Halt for official
guests introduced
'were: Mrs. Ethel B. McConnell,
Preceding the formal opening, an worthy grand matron; . Laura J. addenda entitled "School pays!' Gideon. Paducah', past ,grand maMiss Betty Beale
Arts And Crafts Club
. was 'given honoring the Worthy you: Mary Malin, Benton. .deputy
Grand Matron. Mrs. Ethel B. Mc- grand" inhtron; Frank Robertson,
Miss Betty Beale was hostess to Connell, Lexington, Ky. The Grand
Mayfield, deputy gi'and patron.
the Arts and- Crafts Club at her Matrons rept.), emblems anld sym-There were Visitors present from
home_ Wednesday 'afternoon. Early bol were pi.rtrayed by use of
roses, snowballs and it-is from the Ssilden rules and the formation 'of Esther Chapter No. 5, Pacitu;ah;
Clara Heinrich. No. 424, Paducah:
,were used In .atfiSsteite gaideii
Beimn-chapter -NO. 305. -Alford No.
flaFtWe arrangerheiiis throughout
The drill team was -composed of 445. Aurora; Mayfield Star No. 433,
the rooms.,
Mildred Dunn, Clover Cotham, Ora Fulton City No. 41, Cadiz No, 55.
Several gUests hrought handinade Lee Farris, Francis Churchill, VirDettroit No. 448, ;aid Marshfield Ni,.
article's to displays and needlework ginia Furches, Era Walton, all wearWin.
and conversation wets enjoyed.
ing white formals, and Bellene.
rs of Hardin Chapter
hiiks .ld.
Ie
i ar,fl
-The tostess served asdsiiiity party Wryv, June Crider, Nettie Klapp. 95 M
"-exemplified the initiatory work
plate to a largesattendance of mem- Gustava Ward,. Flossie Hughes, Edfwith Edna firidley, worthy matron,
ber; and the 'following guests: na Parker all wearing while trouspresiding
.
Mesdames Rainey T. Wells, Tom ers, black coats and ties.
•
ing the regular closing
Banks, Paul Ghclson, Neva Waters,
Guthrie Churchill and Bertha
S. J. Roberts. Jack Beale,' W. 11: Jones sang "An Apple. For the ceremony. refreshillents were served
Roberts. Jack -Kennedy. J. I. Hu- Teacher." honoring Mrs.' McCon- to
sick and A. W. Russ...11.
ooes
nitsWas attractively deconell, after which.'a gat from the oT1h2e5 rrgt4
Murray and Hardin chapters en- rated with a profusion of spring
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Hannah closed in an apple was presented flowers accompanied by balloons
of Opelika. Ala., are visiting her by Keys and Orpha Kest. Modelle and blackboards .carrying out the ......
School Day atnipsph.ere. The colors
sister and family. Mr. and Mrs Miller closed the addenda with
Hill Gardner. Mrs. Hannah Is ,410 -monologue, "Didn't D. Pay to of Worthy Gran'd Matron were used
throughout.
former Jo Farley.
Curne'."
'

hostess To

iI

Dorothy Biddle, Pleasantville. N.
Ths r,
mestine
cs¶i:,' NV...xi.Y.. *net-hoe, :end deeturee from coast
Otct; -circle - w.ts,.hiqta, at ,the club
ii,,,,,,, Tssissasy se.i,
. g. at .710
to essist. is 'scheduled to appear at
the Murray Woman's Club House
osioek.
Wednedas, May 21, at 2:3C. Dorothy
Mrs M,,s is Hurt. .guardin.
s
preBiddle Is a present editor of
ssalei. Special attention was given
"'Flower Grower." a garden Magato ritualistic sand drill team work
.th ha‘e spent,
Mr a! a `"
zine having more than 200,000 subwith 100 per cent drill team girls
most of s
arried life in Mayscribers, and she is a former editor
present.
A
Junior
graduation
was
.. nave four ch.ldren.
field. ar.e.
of -Arts and Decorations," "Home
a
feature
of
the
evening.
A
big
atRaymuns ..imrth. n -w residing in '.
., .., . _
Acres." and "Garden Digest." in
teed fn. ., was reported and Miss
Louise:1s
Mr-, l'Ir L' I I DeWerff '
the 'flower Grower" she now conTresaie
Wright
received
the
attend• 13,tr,ttiy Sn- :lir: , 'Mtto, P.L. Mrs
tributes articles on flower.arrange-c.prife.
Carr,,11. Ga..... s las-, Sr-siTs'
'Ps!:' Ls
.
mess sarden club news and a garducal.. :,,LT h! 1_ Sh.:7h Jr Mr.
Nsrs r Je-"--"" Hi`""-s" FI-K,"'-' "ss "
dener's shopping sereive in each.
held ..n.t.". t.i., :-.Vit Ltlif t.::,:t7.Ci...".4=4, 1"r- .
issue.
&Ts'.
For eight months eash year Miss
•
'
4.Se Jessie
am
Billie resionl.
HoustiS Officers Club sus Smith,
Tisse
and
s 'Sete: M
The bride. who \Vas given in mar- Biddle lectures to clubs and o:tate
0 ht W,
Jetsue mictase. miss
-L Smith. Sr.
, Mrss
f
"inl'en- Circle Met -RA the ,Rob
sponsored judging schools .op flowhome of Mrs.
.Hoffnaan Tues- Frances Outland. Mt. Deese vins.i nage by her father. were a street er arrangements. •Her latest „book
Mrs V:1.11
-if
sot:
cittre. smith si length feock. of white silk jersey
at1O
Mr.
and
?Sirs.
•
6
0y104.
A
"POW
aly8
,---44,,
r
'Mr. and Mrs. sesre
0teaveS --thr
is "Flower Arraneemerit For Everysin Jime.s Mi,7d Mrs. Raymond business routine was toriducted by fit.plaissvir,e.' Mr. and Mrs. Clyde'l with shoulder length veil attached one-.
T:.to a coronet of orange blossoms.
the
president.
Mrs.
Lula
farmer
Robertson
Jr
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
--ss. Hubert and
Invitations have been mailed to
Roger
NI:s John I. Smi-th ! A 'oasts plaiss_was ,st-s-aa 1,, T.., Oiatlands_Mr and Mrs. Dan Ander- She carried an arm bouquet of pink Garden Clubs throu
- Jr :11'
M., Eiittt,..: Sillettl. Mr.' 13 members present
tr ct by the Garden Department of
"rove. ?WS. Rett!•--4•41-115011.'Mrs. leg frotri white to rose.
the Murray club which is sponsorMiss
Brown
of
.
Martha
Dell
Hazel Proffitt and children, Gerse,
ing the speaker. Mrs. John Ryan
Paducah
Was
maid
of
honor
and
Mars. Ann and Gerald.
Miss Clara Jose Miller was brides- is chairman of the. department. The
maid. Miss Brown's frock was of meeting is open to the public beblue silk, jersey. and Miss Miller cause of the wide interest in flower
wii; in 'pink. Their floivers were gardsning and the popularity of
the lecture and demonstration,
;.trm .iststifittets. tsI • tal'ilytts
Following the. program a social
,e M ,y ni c - n'I 04 of the and snap dragons.
The groom was attended . bY his hour is being Is-tanned by the Mu-e,rns Chspter- of the
ras...41mb to seinable the -audience to
sishteis of the Confed- _brother, Joe West: as best man. bee. me better acquainted - with
,9
and ushers were Dowese Brown,
b.. held at :he home sof
Bidd?,..
brother of the bride. and 'Henry El\V
Mm
NV P NV i I IS
:n
lisonof
Paducah.
'
stall .Wednesday. May- Mi. Mrte
Immediately'folloWine the ce-1-e-'1iiattie Belle Hay
WT'thTTO'te
.c..tect at - HOZ
mony the bride's parents were Circle Meets Monday
-k.,s,"w Rd
Mrr
hosto-irt-s:esx
. ±tvt
•s
ain is rlanWoman's C.Thb house for members home Monday evening fir the meet.
1:- s, h.
.ny
of the bridal party and...sipproxa- mg. of the Mettle IEHle Hayes
'
1'. •
s
Make
rositely one hundred and. twenty- ti?cle of the W.S.C.S.
the proSelan opened with a Si:nit
Tive
s Table,
•
'2 .1t)
buoress A'S:51On Will
erect-with a linen cloth, was con- Is) the group. Mrs. T. C. Doem
pts.
tered with Ms-tiered wedding cake program leader. reaer"The Diary
A ted Msetans of the Pan iotic
a Bible,'• and them presented. Miss, Act:vines Csmnsttee will be held topped ,with, miniature bride and
Fr_ixes Lee and Atin Farmer .who
• is fore the regular session sroom. :Other appointments were
• sasit. a duet. The Res. T. H. Mullin the bridal motif.
membsrs of that comFollowing 'a enort honeymoon. ins. Jr. spoke on The ,Child and
.e asked 1,, arrive at 2.00
Mr. and. Mrs- West are' at home the Home." The csueluding prayThe members are Mrs
seSh her parents 305 Sete!, Twelfth. er was by Mr- Rue OverbeY.
7,
•
NT
• U. Mrs
Warren
Preceding the program the regu1.1". -C-- Goers -Mrs H.
Li
i-Teiss set:Sion Viet, tsMoluct4
•
S.11 • W W
ItIcElrath
by the president. Mrs. Buron JefMiss Longbrake Will
Mrs A F Pss.in
frey..
Speak To Woman's Group.
AL.
•. Dainty refreshments wsre strved
sod by the ho.stesses. Mess 'tacklers Mrs_
will speak at Jit covered dish lun- W. H. Whittle! and M6. Chesley
cheon meeting of the Woman's Butterworth. ._. '
C.tuncil of_ the First Christian
-church on Tue7d,ey. -May 20, at 12
o.slock at,the church. Nli,s Longbrake lived in India for a numbi r
sf years and Fier subject for th,
meettiss,will be -India "- She will
have a display of Inman iosisle,
with hen
All members of the cousss
urged to attend tho;
meetirg. Group one will ,,c7
.
by Mr- H. C C-s.n
•
Euzelian Class Meets
With Mrs. E. Parker
Treat Your Home
Mn' Eubert-- Parker was -isms
,
To GardenBeauty
3.1.,ticiay evening ti the tees:

-

Murray And.liardin O.E.S.
Chapters Hold inspectioit

URSDAN

urra
fficer

The Girl Sc
ay 8 at the el
r associatior
kustin, ores
to business se
Mrs. Hershel
ance chairmar
ely date woe
the park wil
Mrs. A. B.
sir's work at
itlon for the
om the cour
he also stated
urray, -regisl

CREM

•-

New and d
i

a tiny touch
odeurs.

"Sweet Men
"Tropical Ni
it"Persuasion'

U.D.C.('haph,r Mee/
Planned For Paris

`Just In'• /,
)

Dotted Organdy, white with green, red.
or blue dots.
Rayon Poplin, prints and solids.
czepes,,pink and, blire.
Spun ;Linens. rrrav- bhick, belge. melon
anctvellow.

-FIRST Q1.\LITY

Ale*
0
5

-51-4AUC.-14- •

ARTHUR

ISEAT

15 DENIER -

Nets, pink, white, yell-ow-and-bine.

famous

CH

Huntrning Bird

PIQUE
BATISTE
•
•

Fl

NYLONS

efrrey'
s

$195

ALWAYS YOURS

Now is the time to come in and let
us capture your child's personal.'
its-. For extra charm let us color
:your photograph. in lasting. life--

POR
Here they arc! Designed to hag
your leg sithout a single wrinkle
and not a flas, is to be found an'
so her e. but &finitely .1 N
WIIFREl. Sheer Its a shados ot
A cobs els but far stronger. Fashioned to fit YOU! 8,1 •10,i

_raw-co-LarsC ALL

OR YOUR APPOIN 1-N11AT TODAY

monthly meeting of the Elizel.? •
class of the First Baptist Chu!,
The pres-ideid. Mrs. Joe Parke:
presided. and Mrs Hs M. McElrati.
Ississis very entellesting des rs
period. The speaker for th,
ire was Prof. A. F. Yanc, s
gave a rf.view of the hook' "W
s s. Spsts • by H
Rtek

Love's Studio
503 POPLAR STREET

-•

d• by

Mt

—All the Year ...
Jess al
4vedi

504

I Ha'
13

also New Low Price on

than It:
take m
I had e
;
‘pite,p
irrr,
,ksIt'd,
toem.o

$1.65 NYLONS
al/ hot, for a ed.. If )04 are one ot
MIA Reel hitt* noticing .Irk. roo'll oat •

urallr lant tang nearfiig. strong hat
flattering nrIons. These 15-gaugers t•mitIne
nith .1041e strength
itenitehlsg
to make tts•-• ;serf,' for office and Mutime near.

Peri

4
(121i

MURRAY

7

/
tiertits

t u th(

NURSERY-- FLoatin.COTSIIOPPE

goodift.
already

800 OuvE—PRONE 3641
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DON'T GAMBLE W1TFi MOTHS

SHOP for these SUPER SAVINGS

BUT ...

Everything has been _high, particularly
just look at our orices NOW! •

PLAY IT SAFE!
144itiNgi

MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS._ MEN'S 25c SOCKS. .

0•

us dry clean and put your clothes,
MO'n-l-PROOF AIR-TIGHT Bags

"wrap,*
a DO
'qv
41,00 ,•,,,

Mee is
.0141 white or tan. arac
'snug!, 'tripe'. I. eallferf ni tt•t.1
whit
elte.he
in
sic
• II
tat dretl
tht-es't I.

ler

c'' '•

PICK U1-1, and -DELI\.1-.k.

Fleischmann's
Dry Yeast

"Truly Fine Cleaning"

Across from Boys' Dorm

A

BOYS'8-9z.OVERALLS... MEN'S GRIPPER WitiliS
$198
I .11

•b • Fleischmann's Fan Rising Ilry Yeast! Fasy-tmuse. speedy
:ones. this new granule form keeps fresh iii the cupboard tor
weeks-alwass right, there when yOU nceilit. IF YOU BAKE
Al IIONIE-keep a large supply on hand. It's alviass.readv to
let sou ;urn out-more deli.irous, finentestused-hreasisatatintne
... in qui.k time Or,! I leischmann's Fast Rising Dis least '
t0414IN front tour ctrot

Te.lepne 430

ALL CLOTHES INSURED WWI F. IN OUR POSSESSION

st

t,

' .•:,

I

WATERFIELD

$198
ts :

'tt,:,ster

I

rot

t.

COLLEGE CLEANERS
WALTER an71•EDWIN

le pri. au
, and ,,,,
V.
nesi.
. ji.......,......

BROWN DOMESTICS..19c 25c 21c 33c,„

KVrtti sour wint-r
safe' .froM destructive' moths
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n
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s
a
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SOLID WHITE lOWLIS... 69c GiliGicAMS ....
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HOW THEY DO IT AT U.K.

urray Scout Association
fficer Installation Held

Social Calendar

Miss Johnson Is
Aviation Delegate

U.of K. Married VetsiCupt. Ditiv Parker
Plan Go-op Grocery Gets Overseas PoA

A self-service grocery store will
friday, May it.
be established-on a community-coCaptain R. Dale Parker, *son of ,
• Mrs. Charyte Whanell will
Miss Mayrell Johnson, instructor operative basis for University of Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Parker, Mursent her expression pupils in rein the political science depart- Kentucky rru1rriod student vetcital at the High School auditorium
Rotite 3, will leave WashingThe Girl Scout Association met headquarters, had doubled in enment and chairman, of the com- erans reisding at Cooperstown, it ray,
at 7:30 p.m.
ay 8 at the club'house for its reg-: rollment during the past year.
D. C., on May 20 for Paris;
ton,
at
recently.
education
was announced
mittee on aviation
,
, Tuesday, May 20 •
r association meeting. Mrs. A.
The following officers were inrepresented the colState,
Murray
France.
the
of
mayor
Geeslin,
J.
Robert
First
The Woman's Council of the
*Austin, president, presided over stalled for the new year:
lege at a meeting of the aviation veterans housing project, said he
He will first fly to Frankfurt,
Christian church will have a coverie business. session.
education committee of the state would appoint a committee to plan
Mrs. George Hart, president; Mrs.
the church at
then to London, England
at
luncheon
dish
Germany,
ed.
department "held in establishing and operating the store.
education
Mrs. Hershel Corn, retiring fi- G. C. Ashcraft, vice president;
for one week. He will then return
12 o'clock. "Miss Ann Longbreak
Frankfort May 8.
ance chairman, leported that at an Mrs. Roy Farmer, secretary-treasin
Cooperstown
families
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to Paris where he will be stationed.
of Outwood will-speak on India.
•plans for distributing among would buy initial atqcisafor the
rly date work on the scout cabin urer; Mrs.-Noel Melugin, public reThe circles of the W.S.C.S. of the
Capt. Parker said that he plans to
pampha
schteols,
public
Kentucky
the park will get underway.
the
retail
with
store, he added,.
lations; Mrs. Clyde Jones, finance;
:
chtirch will meet at 3
visit the battlefields in France
Methodista.
let to aid teachers in picturing the prices set at a level to return only
Mrs. A. B. Austin reviewed the Mrs: A. F. Doran, membership;
where he served during World War
o'clock as follows:
of aviation were dis- enough profit to pay expenses.. importance
des work and eupressed appre- Mrs. A. B. Austin, program, 'Mrs.
a-Circie•nne at the home of Mrs. •
cussed and the conference, preation fur the_ceopertition - received Robert Parker, day camp; Mrs.,
Robert Smith. Sharp St.; circle two
He will m5ke the trip from Wash.
anal-association
council
sided over by its chairman. J. J.
om the
Sunday house guests oLlaa, and,
Garnett Junes, organization; Mrs.'
7th
N.
with Mrs. F. B. Outland, 107
dean, of the Univers- Mrs. Burgess were Mi7'VW Mrs. ington to New York by automobile,
also stated that Girl Scouta,in Pat Hackett, training, and Mrs.
Oppenheimer.
'
St.; Circle three with Mrs. R. W.
flight.
urray, registered with ii: it ional Tony Thurman, registrar.
ity of Louisville, was advised that John Burgess of Big Sandy, Mr. prior to his overseas
aa
Cherry 710 Poplar St; circle four
could furnish and Mrs. Clyde Willoughby of ,
aeronautics
civil
the
Mrs. Leon Sinithi Mrs. E. B. Howat the home of Mrs. T. R. Mullins,
cuts to illustrate the booklet.
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Lona Love.
ton, Mrs. John Miller, Mrs. Sam
Jr., Wes-t. Main St. Dr. R. E. Jaggers, of the state Murray, and Mrs. Deanie Burgess '
Calhoun and Mrs. Walter 'Jones
The Music Club will hold the education department and viceof Louisville.
were elected to the nominating
regular meeting at the 'club house chairman of the committee, said
and
Mrs. Maude Moody and Mr. ..
committee.
at 7:30 p.m.
by
it `was hoped to publish the pam- Mrs. Claudy Rushing of Fort Hen- 666 for Malarial Symptom's
Wednesday. May 21
sow glres you QUININE
phlet by July 1.
ry visited Mr. and Mrs. Ruben PLUS 3 MORE anti-malarial
'the Garden Club will present
Sewing Club Meets
o
recently.
Moony
onb-Wa as Totaguinis
drugs c7
and
author
Dorothy Biddle, noted
,
aaket
With Betty Jo Waters
lecturer, in Ca program at the
The young ladies sewirig club
Woman's Club house at 2:30 o'clock.
met with Betty Jo Waters on WedRev. H. P. Blankenship was
The meeting is.open to the public
nesday, May 7, at 2 o'clock. Officers
called to the funeral of his mothat a small admission charge.
StevJo
Jancy
right:
Left to
were elcted as follows:
er who died at her home in Florida.
Home econonucs girls at the UniThersday, May 22
The Magazine Club will meet at She had been in ill health for quite
Leader, Blida Sugis; president, versity of Kentucky College of ens, Morgan, Ky., black rayon
Betthe home of Mrs. E. A. Tucker 'with a while, lind died on Mother's Day.
Betty Jo Waters; vice-president, Agriculture and Home Economics crepe dress with 'print trim;
HonMrs. Dixie Palmer and
Betty Weatherford; secretary, .Lil- are beating the high cost of living ty Brugh, Montvale, Va., melon Mrs. E. P. Philips as hostess. Memly Suggs: treasurer, Juanita •Mc- as they learn to make their own crepe with peplum; Ernogene Greg- bers are reminde4 of the roll call (as Lyles attended the district conPictured are atudents ory, Soffierset, Ky., powder blue to be answered with a United Na- ference at Fulton last Monday..
Reynolds; song leader, Fay and Lin- clothes.
raestis James. nfr.Detruit_is visitda McReynolds; reporter Joetle from' a beginning sewing course, crepe with double_ penhana and tions representative.
Near and different kifunisi
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Auby
_SAW
their --theaara osxgint Lunn-4728- rottie Anwit, iSaiyei•vtite.
Lassisei.
black crepe
V a tiny touch lasts all day...thre•
•
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The . Alpha Department o
There' were 10 members present to $9.27.
°clears.
Woman's Club will meet at the people from Dertoit are visiting
and two absent.
club house at 2:30 p.m. instead of here with him.
Ages range from four to 14.
A vacation Bible school is in pro"Swale, Memory"(floral)
May 17 as scheduled in the year
The next meeting will be held at
gress here. Aboat 60 are enrolled.
book.
"Tropical Nighr (spicy) $100
Joette Lassiter's on May 21 and all
as
They all seem interested in the Lesipach
("Persuasion"(alluring)
young girls in the community are
sons, work and music.
invited to attend.
Kirksey W.S. of C. S.
s Many people from other places
• •-•
,
Holds Meet At Church,
visited Mt. Carmel Cemetery punSulphur Springs
The Kirksey Woman's Society of day. Many graves were decorated.
Wi.S.X.S,_ Meets
Seryice held its regular The
and the
monthly meeting at the church Sat- hill is beautifilE with spring flow. The Sulphur Springs W.S.C.S.
urday afternoon, May,10.
ers, and the hills and vales nearby
met at the church May 7 at 2 P.m.
The meeting was called to order are white with dogwood and wild
The subject presented and' disby the president. Nine members ,blue daisies.
cussed Was -Children's. Health."
answered the roll call. Miss Mary
The farmers who have been so
was a dikUssion on havia
There
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"alkLNI
Reid conducted the devotional. A busy are enjpying a rest after the
•
a_ pee-school clinic _for thes,c,,.
snort .1MeriMetia---SOMMOSIaifsby4hahing, loafing. etc.
'
triunity.
If ARTHUR
after whiclt the following ladies
Mrs. Lora- Stiane of 'Murray atMiss Ruth Montganwry,•president,
gave the program:
tended- services here Sunday.This
DELUXE
conducted the business meeting. ReMrs. Edna Swift, Mrs. Eunice Car- is her old home church.
ports were read by the treasurer,
son and Mrs. Dixie Palmer.
Mr-. and Mrs. Corbet Farless if
Miss Erin Montgomery.
The Bible study was led by Mrs. Chicago visited their sairents. Mr.
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Attie Carson! The meeting • was and Mrs. Mlles.Beach and Mr. and
•
Mrs. Houston ;tax, Mrs. E. H. Lae,
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Mrs. At Furless. They visited MamJr., Miss Miry „Naiice, Misses Ruth
• I•
home.
enroute
Cave
moth
and Erin Montgomery. Mrs. Thos.
The Future Business Leaders of America Club at the Training
Larsen-Dubia Akarriage To
B. Wane*, Mr.. T. M. McCuiston
School had its annual banqiiet April 25 at the Woman's Club House: Be Solemnized May 31
and Mrs. Betty Christman.
len Woodall. Mrs. Forest BloodVernon Anderson, commerce instructor in the college, was pre••
Only one membegs was absent. Prof.
Worth; Mrs. Lucy Ernstberger, Mrs.
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Mr.
pin.
a
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David Ross, Mrs. Wayne Junes. ,
interof
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and
the
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mails
placed
was
sponsor of the club and commerce teacher at the Training School,
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- Mrs. Ruby Cope, Mrs. Clynt
est.to friends: ,
r
A lovely plate was served by the presented with a pin by the club. also.
Skaggs, Mrs. JNmes Edwards, Mrs.
Mrs. Harry Stanley Larsen
PHONE 262
DEPOT STREET
hostsii to 10_ members arida_ fear
From left to'right are: Mr. Anderson, Mr. Gunter, Miss Jacqueline requesLs the honor of ,your presence Xfitarence cuursey, Mrs. Eldra ColWoods, at the' marriage of her daughter lins', Mrs. Gus Haley, Mrs.-Orbie
Eva
Miss
visitors. .
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Dortch,
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Miller,
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Culver, Miss Mary Nell Haley, Mrs.
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4 with Mrs.. Thos. B. Nance and
Cleve oLvett, Mrs. Sarah Cothron,
to
—
Mrs. Cora Cleaver, Mrs. Dock NiMrs. John Nance acting as hos,Mr. Christian Frank Dubia
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thirty-first of May once, Mts. Lewis Ross, Mrs. Ezr
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Lents, Mrs. Harvey Pritchett.
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•
•
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Mrs. Jeff Edwards, Mrs. Ruby
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St. Leo's Catholic Church
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II al,eu•
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Dora Broivn, Mrs. Wilard Boren.
•••
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Owing to an error the names of
,S I S.'S .
'.
15 Ile.t..,
Mrs. Garvis Lee, Mrs. Pearl WoodlattIo It. all Call.
Thorn
and
Lee
Mrs. Wm.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Grogan
all, Mrs.- Boss Thweatt Mrs. Lawchildren were omitted from the
Honored With Shower
rence Jones. Mrs. Fred Pritchett,
PORTER MOTOR
list attending the Golden Wedding
Mrs. Ralph McDaniel, Mn, Clinton
Mrs.
honored
Claud
Thorn
Mrs.
COMPANY
celebraticm_ of Mr. and Mrs. I. E.
Mrs. Lois Reeves, Mrs,
Edwards,
Wednesday.
on
60
Thorn
Lee
Phone
William
Maple.
so4
Allbritten. Mni. Grogan is a daughMay 7, with a stork shower. Those Lottie Lamb, Mrs. Henry Oglesby,
•
ter.
Miss Ruby King, Mrs. Cora Ross,
present were:
Mrs. Winston Rose Mrs. Ellis Mrs. Ruby Butler, Mrs. Stafford
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Pullum, Mrs. W. 'H. Rhodes. Mrs. Curd. Mrs. Nettie Shoemaker and
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David Edwards. Mollie Rhodes, WS. Jack
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Cosic Rhodes, Mrs. Emma Mathis,
Mrs. Garvin -Cleaver. Mrs. Carrie
Reeves, Mrs. Joe Nelson, Miss May
longer
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I
wares.
of
vendor
a
more
am lied An
Woodall, Mrs. John Garland, Mrs.
than the average at retail, and since I had none of my own to
Marrhi Thorn. ,
Mrs. Joe Pritchett, Mrs. Roy
take my place. I sold my business to William Jeffrey. because
Clark, Mrs. Joe Crouch, Mrs.
I had confidence in them -7 William, Grace. and little Bill. Of
Roosevelt Mathis, Mrs. Pauline Hill.
course thia did not have the money to pay cash for it all. how.Richard .Thorn, Mrs. William
Mrshave
they
and
ago,
years
two
store
first
their
them
ever I sold
Lee Thorn and Mrs. Claud Thorn.
this
base
not
did
I
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•
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.opportunits when I started. but is MI energy and 'study of MaMrs. Henry Thomas PultiftliaMrs.
own;
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operated
ti.
I
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Lynville Byers, Mrs. M. Y. Lovett,
Mrs. Cora TubbS, Mrs. Maxie Pucbut the lime had coma when I could not ripe/ate personally.a
MI, Clarendia Leek, Mrs. Elk,
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Keep Out the Heat incr
Keep Out the Cold

Future Business Leaders
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COMFORTABLE in SUMMER
and
ECONOMICAL in WINTER

FULMER

ISE:AT COVERS

ESTIMATES FURNISHED
FRXE

Murray Lumber Co.

Mal Personality Spit

GI ONE ROW PULL TYPE I
CORN PICKERS

Names Omitted

I Have Nothing To Sell ...
I

In connection with
our
GASOLINE
STATION
have a

already been made by the s oung people.
If sou lea.. c MA been let since the change. Come in and see
in appearance. and comfort at shoppers. Now, It for
change
the
any reason t 111.1 IIAV IP MA been A Customer of the store, now you
should support these young people there by encouraging all
yatme prapoo-o44woar.vpmmunit..! ta-hereasch out in the field of
prii ate ow nership a business that will be a part of sour tow is

GREASING
STATION

seaThe above bathing suit has been called -tops- for the coming
..
. It .4 in
background. Potyellow, aqua, maroon or pink on a white
i
son.
exotic as a
seating a dual' personality. it call be soung and fresh or as
s
Tahitian maiden—depending on the beholder._ ---............ '
.
- - -. in the
and comniunits.
"air conditioning syaterri"
fine arts building of Murray State
icr /ICW .p.4per must he supported by advertising of bustCollege will be received by the
lids i uP iii sits III pioportton to suit
board of reents here Monday,
May• 26.
The regents have announced thht
an
of
installation
'
thc
for
'
Bids
.••• wols
specifications and contract docu• ments are on file irothab office of
President Ralph Woods at Murray
or in the office of 'Joseph &
Joseph, architects and engineers.
202 ,Speed Building. limns/Atte.
•
, •
The fine arta building, occupied
funeral
the sympathetiC; understanding service of a friendly
since June. 1944. is a 3-story strucdirector.
ture designed to care for the activities of art, dramatics, and
sorrowa
have
you
when
To be relieved of trying details
music. It is connected wjth the
burdened heart will mean much to you.
college auditorium and *hen completed, it will be air and sound
Leave these details to me.
conditioned.
Offering' bachelor degrees in
MAX CHURCHILL
music and muEie.edueation, Mur0
ray State' is an institutional Mem,rsonal attention in every case.
.
.Tender care arid pi
ber of the National Association of
Prof. Price.
Schools of Music.
LADY ASSISTANT
Doyle is head of the fine arts department.

ti

Regents To Receive
_Nils for Project
May 26

T. 0. TURNER

BREEZE along to
with pit to drive 9ver
Neater, Healthier lawns to grease loaded trucks,
r. ... trailers included --••.f
with RoWdf
under shed.
POWER MOWER WILL BE OPEN 24 HOURS'

"The Friendly Funeral Home"
MEMBER

Ambulance

or
Phone 98

t.'t-tol,%! r-

Fifth and Elm' •

rUNSIIAL

Service

OIRBCTORS

‘
y Ky.
Murrat

SERVING' NATION•WIDE

Will

have stock of

ACCESSORIES
for quick repairing of trucks
and cars.
Come foist and let us check sour
ear for those hard summer trips.
SPE( IAL THROUGH MAY
7k
Grease Job

•Patented ROTOFLO aluminum
houaing &thus grass erect. mulchilies clippings. Rotary blade cute a
through tallest.
21 inch
toughest grass and weeds with
ease. Cuts up to walks, trees,
walls: ends hand trimming. Can't
"scalp" or gouge turf.
•Sturdy, light! Easy to maneuver.
"Floating handle" adjusts instantly
far any operator.
2 h.p.
/
*Quiet, easy-starting 21
. aviation type motor operates dependably without pampering Oa
tinkering.

swath

Not everybody in,
Calloway county sub- twisty eery law• rare and freebieperfirrreento with a IIIOTOMO
scribes to The Ledger fre•
Fewer Mevrer.
it lodoy — Imns•thcat• D•lev.y0
Sim
& ,Times but nearly
everybody reads it. Purdom Hardware Co.1
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!

LESS DEAD WEIGHT... much lighter
than other one-row pickers

A DNY

Nothing Can Be Compared To...

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME

••••

105 N. 5th,

Change Oil frost of oill
Change Oil Filter
Drain Flush and Change Transmis-'
I
sion and Differential Greases
Check Battery and Battery
neetions
Pack Front Wheels
Adjust Brakes
Check Wiper Blades
Inspect Tie Rod Ends
REST ROOMS FOR LADIES
and MEN

Picks and Husks in ONE OPERATION,
• GETS ALL THE COFtN
GI one row pull type corn pickers pick your field
clean. Even the small nubbins are gathered, husked and carriad to the wagon. It gets the down ears
too. There is very little shelling.
The factory promises delivery to us of a few of
these fine pickers by August, if we place the orders at once.

' FfORDER NOW
PLACE YOU
YOU MAY SEE THIS LABOR SAVING MACHINE.
ON' OUR FLOOR TODAY
$572.25 f.o.b. factory, Chicago, Ill.

WILL APPRECIATE YOUR
-BUSINESS- •
Phone 388
South Fourth Street

SYKES BROS.

Taylor Implement Co.
4th

Telephone 890

and Poplar :..:,trret::

Phone 675
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HAZEL CIRCUIT M31%110DI8T
CHURCH
A. G.- Childers, Pastor

I SUNDAY
11
""
I SCHOOL
LESSON •:-

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Robert E. Jarman.'illiniater

LlaSCUST GROVE BAPTIST
'CHURCH
John Nelsen, Pastor
Preaching first and third Sunday
9:45 AM. Church School
10:55 A M. Morning Worship with at 11 o'clock.
sermon by the pastor
Sunday School each Sunday. at
6•30 P.M. C.Y.F. and College dis- 10 o'clock'John Lassiter, superincussion group
tendent.
7:30 P.M. Evening Worship
B.T U. meets meets each Sunday
at 630 pm. Harold Houston, BTU
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
director.
H. F. Paschall. Pastor
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Mr. and Mis. Prentice Th.
Mr. and Mrs. James Thoma6 Roband Mr.
erts and two childrep were guests Mrs. Liazie Turner
6
of his parents. Mr..aad Mps.,Curlos Mrs. Rudell .Parkar'sif Murray ,,..
of
funeral
the
Mrs.
j,'.
leaded
.
Roberts. lust weekend,
Turner of Nashville, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Wood had
-Thursday.
as their guests. last weekend. Mr.
Mrs. C. M. Turner 7.
and Mrs. Rollie Bartlett ;mil Mass
f
)
Lois Lassiter of Paducah and Mr. Mrs. Ourie Story, of Loui
and Mrs. Leonard Wood and daugh- were called to Nashville ix,
of- the- death of their bra,
•
•
ter of West Murray.
HARDIN CIRCUIT
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Kelly and wife, Mrs, James Turner,
C. Fi Boswell, Pastor
baby and. Mr. Kelly's mother of Thcataday.
Mrs. Allen Lindsey of Do,
Mayfield spent last Sunday !,,a1jh
First Sunday:
Palestine, 11:09 Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Graham.
Mich.: is viSiting, relatives
a.m.; Hardin, 7 p.m.
Miss Liza Linn went to- Detroit frieads in the county.
Mr. iuid Mrs. Jack Hopkir, •
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.m.; last week to be th'ere for some time.
Union Ridge, 3:00 pan,
Mr. and Mrs. Vern,on L. Trevath- St Louis. Mo., were called a
in ,
week on account of
Third Sunday, at Hardin 11:00 an of Meridian, Miss., announce last
. the arrival of David Lce.on May 7. of- his mather: Mrs.- Lauttleisi.
am; Palestine, 3 p.m.
FOR SALE
Their of Almo. Mt. Hopkins returii.
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:00 weight _8 pounds 3- ounces.
and 1942 I
other son, Vernon Jr., is up after Monday. but Mrs. Hopkins u,,
am, and Union Ridge, 11:15 a.m.
cellent col
short
a
time.'
for'
remain
a serious illness,
Everyone is invited.
hlelugin'
Mrs.
Cray.'
Leonard
and
Mr;
'Mr. arid Mrs. Paul Staples and
pm
were of Detroit. Mich., visited here .
Louisville
of
children
four
St. Last cameos Churls\
atid Mrs. week.MaasW,
his
of
attests
•Plartb Twelfth Street
Norval Short. last Saturday night. - -Mr. and 'Mrs. Walter Mom
FOR SAI.E
The Staple faniilies from 'Louis- graduates of Murray State
hogany D
Services are held•each Sunday
ville. Paducah.' Hardin and Callo- visited on the campus Thui
suite illusat 9 o'clock.
way county had a reunion at the May I. Thi y reside at W.
sue Bettet
home of Mr. and Mrs. Orval Whit- Darn, Ala,
Cash or t
MURRAY CIRCUIT
last
low
.
Sunday.
and Appli,
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Gilbert of N
hi:
the
in
sills' were visitors
FARMERS
First Sunday-Goshen 11 sarna
•
his father last weekend.
shipment
Lynn Grove 7:30 pm.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller Hopkins. al,
-Seed cora
Second Sunday-Martins Chapel
and Mrs. Paul Hopkins and the,
103, 203 a
11 am.; New Hope 3 p.m.
mother, Mrs. Noble Hopkins. spei
day EcorN
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
last weekend visiting their mita
ply Stare
_
Goshezi 7.30 p rn
.irt_itsad_i.."grarnetwrerther.
Ft:1W,11_ SLuo‘lay--Sulpher SpringsTaylor, in Nashville.
9:45 am.; New Hope 11:00 ern.;
Mrs. Emmett Roberts is spendii
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
this' week in Murray with h,•1
Fifth Sunday - Sulpher Springs
daughter, Mrs. K. Trevathan.
11 am.

South Pleasant firers
Sunday School at 10:00 am. R.
L. Cooper, superintendent.
y HAROLD L LUNDQUIST. D. D
Worship Service at 11.00 a.m.,
Of The hi.vody Bible Insti.tite of Chicago.
1
;
(
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tic
first and third Sundays.
--a•-•woonmwasemei
Relevi•ed by Negtern Newspaper Union.
Youth Fellowship, 6.30 pm.
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Graduation Gifts

BLUE BIRD CAFE

H.

Philco Portable Radio
Remington Portable Typewriter
Fishing Rod and Reel
Mercury Outboard Motor
Rifle or Shotgun

For the Tastiest
- Meals In Muiraik
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Kirk A. Pool & Co.

Used Car
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I

2
1
1
1
1
1
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and . .
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WATCH FOR OUR

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
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• Expert Brake Work
• Certified Lubrication
• Texaco Products •
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1946 Chevrolet half-ton Pickup. Kentucky license.
1941 Ford Tudors, radios and heaters.
1941 Chevrolet Club Coupe, radio and heater.
-1940Ford Coupe.
1938 Ford Coupe.
-1942 Nash Sedan, 600,
1946 Ford Super Deluxe Sedan.
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For Rent
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THESE BETTER
BEANS
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Services Offered

BIKES

"You Never

P. and S. BIKE SHOP

More At Ross Feed Store"

Notice4

EXTRA SPECIAL
IN TODAY'S NEWS

ROSS FEED COMPANY

AT THE

VARSITY
-

_

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE

Y

ft

SEE US...

KENTUCKY DERBY

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky

MONUMENTS

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

Special This Week

DRESS STRAWS

WORK STRAWS

POPULARLY PRICED .

WILSON & LAWRENCE
Home of Guaranteed Used Cars
TELEPHONE 150

201 MAPLE

JEFFREY'S

LUCAS SHOE
SHOP

Cattle
Beev!iii
Baby
Fat Cows
('anners and .('utters
-Milk •(
-Per head

21.00
20.90
16.00`""
11.50
60.90476_00
18.0015.0012.006.00-

180 to 250 pounds
Sows
-• -

-Ur-see
.

so
•

5.

.5

1
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A BIT OF SHOPPING IN PANAMA

r,

Weekly Report of
Po e- Court

Seven drunks appearea before
'City Judge Hub Murrell this week
and were fined $13.65 each.

Wisconsin spend
Naval Reservists on a training cruise of the I'SS
Panama, selecting
part of their liberty ashore in ('olon, Republic of
Reservists from
presents for the folks back home. They are among 600
recalled to active duty,
the Third, Fourth, and Ninth Naval Districts
"Wisky."
The cruises
the
voluntarily, for two wet•ks of training aboard
latest developments
give the Reserve sailors a chance to learn of the
Wisconsin cruises there
aboard this mighty warship. As a part of the
sightseeing and shopping. Many
are two days of liberty in Panama for
skin luggage, white
of the men bring back perfumes, lingerie, alligator
obtainable at prewar
shirts, summer suits and other items which are
(018 ti..! Navy Photograph)
prices.
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16c
past five months. •
has visited Leghorns
HUNT'S 8-0z. Can
Pound
.
20c
the rtt:ef bat
S in Hol- Cocks
10c
I:o.d. Belgium,
• burg, France. Spring Chickens
30c
KY. WONDER POLE
C;ermai.y, I y, and Egypt
He Ducks
10c
BEANS, 2 lbs.
.35c
1.,.; interviewed- more than 100
FOR
2/15 NOW
35c
Eggs
•Yrnmanders. in England, Frarnee.
TOMATOES,*tee/
including -Gri-meraas
Ripe, lb.
32c
STANDARD - No. 2 can
Degatill.•. and. Vicecoy Mountbat-
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134 PRICE
REDUCTIONS
Since March 1
the important items Kroger has reduced prices on since March 1. This
is 'in line with our policy: "It's Kroger
for better values!" Our prices will
continue to reflect any reduced market costs.

FRESH DAIRY,FOOk ,
ALL SWEET

W
ibas 45c
ASPARAGUS wNaks):/3` 27` MARGARINE Now, 41c

M....,

LOOK!

LOOK!

TOMATO
NOW 2 SOUP

23c

KRAFT-2 Pound Pkg.

CHEESE7i
VELVEETA
Was 99c NOW
KRAFT - Velveeta -8-oz. Pkg.

•

35c PIMENTO
CHEESE 25C
Was1 9
oz.
TOMATO4SAUCE was
T8
EtAgCHEESE
25c 'KffiaVE
Was 29c; NOW
25c
Was 15c
LONGHORN or
,ES
TRIVJ .19
1- EESE Was34;
29c DAISY Pound
ASPARAGUS

-,-1----)Ki-nerica

Boggess Produce Co.

So. 13th St.

FRESH CORN, 3 ears 25c
STRAWBERRIES,
. Home Grown, qt. 40c
NEW POTATOES,
Pound

6c

Club Steaks, cut from Grade-A Beef, lb.
Pure Lard, buy now and save, market has advanced, lb.
Veal Cutlets, lb. 68c; Armour's Link Sausage, lb. . . . . •.
Lean Pork Steak, lb. 49c; Tenderized Picnic Hams, lb.

59c
25c
49c
49c

• Phone 441

For True Relaxation
imam

CANNED FRUITS

SAUCE
APPLE
NOW 2 FOR

69s

MIX
PEAR
NOW

Ten-B-Low ice Cream Mix, just add water
Green, Beans; Striogless,

Kraut, Sliredded, No. 2.
Pork and Beans, No. 1 Tall

can

• .1

can

The Folding CanVai Chairs with sturdy
wood frames are tops for the lawn or
ramp. They provide real comfort.
- Only $3.95

Hominy. No:2 can
39c

Oleo, Parkay, lb:

Complete Line Frozen Foods and Ice Cream
I know silly
en ell rwIll to

pnow

28C

Pineapple, No. 2',can
Pink Salmon, can
Chum Salmon, can
Sardines, Tall can
Tuna Fish, Star Kist, can

49c
46c
44c
19c
46c

WILL PAY CASH for Cointry Smoked Hog, Jowl., lb. 25c; Country Eitacim, lb.
30c; Country Shoulders; b. 35c; Country Light Hama, lb.'45c; Country Heavy
Hams, lb. 40c.

- - SPECIALS Limited supply Jointed Fishing Poles.
Velon Screen Wire
all widths
Croquet Sets.

STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Telephone 130
Rudolph Thurman, Owner

Firestone Home &
Auto Supplies
Telephone 135

a

32c

FRESH OVEN DRESSED FRYING

CHICKENS

Pound

63c

Lb. 39c
PORK ROAST

Was 61c
OIN 53c

Ii

St. Louis Independent NORWOOD

SLICED BACON

Lb

55c

BULK or CARTON

LARD

Was 35c
NOW, Pound 23c

20e BEEF

Was 22c
NOW, Pound

12--OUNCE CAN

PREM

Was 49c
NOW 37c

BULK -50/60 Size

PRUNES

illiu
dioriOLT
OGNAPo
g

KROGER

MILK

,
••=1•1•-

I.

TREET
10-POUND BAG
CORN MEAL

Was 49c
NOW 37c.

COUNTRY• CLUB - Tall Cans
Was 2/25
NOW 3 for 34c

•

'East Side Sluare,

12-OUNCE CAN

PRUNES

PayingjHighest Cash Prices for EGGS

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

PET MILK

BULK - 40/50 Size

Electric Popcorn Poppers

-Was 35c

TOP-QUALITY MEATS,

Tall Cans
Was 3/39
NOW 3 for 35c

CARNATION or

9c

LARGE PACKAGE

33c SUPERSUDS
NOW

PANTRY NEEDS

Can Spaghetti, No. 2 can

REGULAR

SOAP
29c PALMOLIVE
Was 10c, NOW

Wc,2 can

_Peas, Early June Sweet, No. 2 Can •

f't

Was 2C1c

No. 2 can
Was 39c

PEACH AND
FRYERS. Home Grown, full dressed. lb.

SOAPS & CLEANSERS

COUNTRY CLUB - No. 2 Can

Was 22c
NOW, Lb. 19c

CibAsT

utc.
ic.bh.„ck3C9

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
FLORIDA Sweet and Juicy

ORANGES 8-Lb. bag 49c
CALIF. Large Size - Fancy Quality
RED CHERRIES Lb. 39c
TEXAS BEST - First of Season

FRESH CORN 3 ears 25c

A

.••

at

1947

SECTION TWO — SIX PAGES'
"A letter from honse" to those"hero and far
frgm friends in Csilloway County — A
place of good neighboss and progressive citizens
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Co-Ed Candidates For "Body

Dr. Spicer Inspired
MEET
TO
RS
TEACHE
Beautiful" AT LAKE TO STUDY, At Language Meet
RESOURCE USES

"I came away with an inspiration
and a realization of the importance
of teaching forgign languages in
—4110nif
,this world whose borders have
stated
1
1
#
.
been so greatly reduced.
hailed and are available in the
Dr. Racine Spicer on ner return
from the Foreign Language Conferdean's office. The schedule inence at Natchitoches, La. Miss
cludes agriculture, art,- biology,
Spicer, French and Spanish instrucchemistry,. commerce, economics,
tor at Murray State, was chosen.,
English, geography, home ecoTeachers from eight counties sur- along with approximately 300 other
Two 5ta weeks -summer terms
arts,
rounding Kentucky Lake will at- delegates to attend this assembly will be open to students. June 2. nomics, hygiene, industrial
mathetend a "Resource-Use Study Camp," at Northwestern State College on accordingto Dean William G. journalism, library science,
musto be held at Kentucky Dam May May 2 and 3. Representing the Nash. From 800-900 students are matics, mechanical 'drawing,
education, physics, pophysical
ie,
Representative
16, 17. and 17.
foreign language department at expected to enroll for classes durstUdents from all education courses Murray. Miss Spicer presented a ing the summer session, Dean litical science. Spanish, and speech.
attend.
will also
talk entitled "A Modified A.S.Q.P. Nash estimated. .
This camp is sponsored by Mur- Method in First Year Spanish."
It Is estimated that three years
The enrollment last year for the
cooperation
in
ray State College
ago, only 10 per cent, of the toand
577
Was
term
summer
first
Auwith the Tennessee Valley
bacco planted in Nicholas counService, 473 students were, registered for ty was disease resistant; this year,
Extension
thority, according to Dr. Edward Agriculture
a
to
according
term,
second
the
Soil
J. Carter, head of the education Tennessee Valley Authority,
75 per cent is.
Service. Un ited report from the registrar's office.
department and director of the Conservation
Some teachers art, expected to
Forest Service, County
States
camp.
Nineteen 4-H club boys and girls
a Health Service and the State De- return and continue work on a deis
Resource-use education
have formed a
study of the natural and human partment of Education will attend. gree but the -enrollment will be in Graves county
Lester, Cadiz;
Jeitsey Calf Club for the purwho
veterans
of
largely
up
-Co-ed candidates for "Body Beautiful" pictured above are, left to Burkeen, New Concord; Wilma Jo LoVins, Murray: Ouida
made
resources and the intelligent use
defined
be
will
Many -problems
pose of promoting interest in betEvelyn Ray, Lorain, Ohio;.--Mary Wadsworth, Winter Haven, Fla., and hf them, Dr. Carter said.
and interest groups will be set up are here now.
right: Emily Shelton, Henderson; Ina Lee Smith, Brookport, III.; Ma
- schedules have been pub- ter Jerseys.
Oa,
leave Friday to discuss them.
will
The
Weller,
students
PatsyThe
Geateden.„Barvelli Atabbie Hair, Adamsville, Tenn ; Eva BogOften-won, May 16, and the first
-teas, Murray; Jo Anne Farris, Murray:* Ann -Li
Rehearsala are bM1ttd"for-the'---Tesss-kL"rner, G,prdon Lindsey and conference will begin with a picnic sup
,..r.•
Water Carnival of Murray State Jimmy Campbell.
8. Water polo. Clifford White gram will be arranged so that the
which will take place
College
tonight and tomorrow nights. May and Hector Oullette will be the participants will have he opportunity to become familiar with the
15 and 16, at 8 p.m. in the Carr capjains of the teams.
many phases of the TVA program
9. Body Beautiful contest,
Health building. The carnival is
Boys will be James Campbell, to improve the living conditions
sponsored by the "M" and Physi'William Egerton, Zadia Herrold, in the Tennessee Valley. a•
cal Education clubs.
This is an experimental program
Neal Hobart, William Luttrell, AlAnn Littleton, sophomore, Murlan Sowell, Rector Ouellette, Dan- do determine the value of such exray, and winner of last year's Body
Wales, Bobby Clark, Dick Kar- perience. It is possible that this
Beautiful contest, is again a can- ny
may be the first of a series of
n•ith, Tommy Baggett.
didate for the Body Beautiful.
10. Final. Presentation of all work camps to be conducted by
Seventeen girLs and 15 buys will
the college.
participate in the Body Beautiful members.
Staff consultants Include perconsists
The
program
committee
Farm,
Fancy
Toon,
Tulin
contest.
sons from various agencies that
-Bud"
of
Charles
Dubia,
chairman,
the
in
men
for
won the contest
Dill, and Ann deal with reforestation,_. effeta . of.
Snow, Winfred
Body—Bee-W*4 v....deal—last,
Dirickaon. Coach Jim Mnore is fires on woods, soil erosion, use
Jim Culfivan. -sophomore. Paris. faculty advisor.
of cover crops, minerals for soil,
Tenn., will serve as. master of
Coaches
Last year's Water Carnival was and malaria control. Representaceremohies. . Gordon Lindsey and the first since 1943.
tives from such agencies as the
and Sedans
Jimmy Campbell will act as carnival clowns.
The program:
No picture can show the superb quality of
1. Grand entrance by all memthese covers — come in, see them for yourbers of the cast.
self. They're a long-wearing, color-fast
2. Boys' free style relay. The
fabric in a beautiful two tone maroon
relay will consist of four teams, a
with white leatherette beading Precision
of
Report on a church survey showthe
people
of
per
tent
Only
19
team of four boys from each class_
tailored for perfect fit.
7,000
are
about
there
that
ed
on
live
now
States
,3. Formation swimming. An all the United
Shop Todry!
ANSWER GIVING AGE, REFERENCES, and
farms, church workers were told churches in Kentucky. or one for
Quantities Limited—Better
girl cast
;every 400 persons. Some speakANY
IF
EXPERIENCE
4.-Training School relay. Teams at the Rural Leadership Institute ers thought there are too many
made up of -swimmers from the at the University of Kentucky Ex- churches in some communities. As
periment Station. The war was
Training School.
a result- all of tbem are weak, it
r. not wholly to Warne for the moveMail Application to
dernonst a
saving
- -5. Life
esas contended.
was
it
to
cities.
youth
cd
L. E. Kerley
ment
saylife
the
from
s
Demonstrator
Phone 135
There are YIN ween 2.500 and Van Barnett
and
1930
Between
out.
THE LEDGER & TIMES
brought
•
g' class.
in Kentucky. Sixa•Rhymthic swimmers. All boys. 1940. about 1.200.000 young men 3.000 ministers
Box No. 32 : Murray, Ky,
ty per cent of them get a salary of
7 Diving exhibition. The divers and women, left farms.
in the
Big wages in cities and the use $1,000 or more a year,
of will be George Cash, Bill Horner,
of more machinery on farms weae state as a whole In the eastern
get, that
blamed for youth quitting the counties only 39 per cent
speakers said.
farm. Tractors and ather machin- much money,
Between 45 and 50 per cent of
ery made it possible for fewer
the people of the state belong to
people to do the farming.
church. In some counties as high
The relation of stlr fertility to as 65 per. cent are members of
welfare
community and church
churches, while in a few places
received consideration at the insti- only 5 per cent are members
Where the soil is good,
tute.
Two hundred and fifteen pastors
the
and
prosper
communities
attended
church is well supported. Where and other church workers
from 56
fertility , is exhausted, 'communi- the institute. They cape
deties run down and churches' die- counties and from 13 church
nominatiiins
appv.ir

gm We War we

ARC.eAAO
,
laisa !apo6 %VW

Murray Sponsored
Camp Is Headed
By Dr. E. J. Carter

spend
letting
a from
• duty,
!raises
iments
there
Many
, white
prewar

!ograph)

ds

New Term To Open
At Murray June 2
Dr. Nash Expects
800-900 Students
To Register

WANTED

MEN BETWEEN AGES OF 25 and 45
YEARS OLD

Regular 16.00 Value

SEAT
COVERS

WITH or WITHOUT MEAT
EXPERIENCE

1

reh is
ger
will
tar-

45c

[lc
9c

15c

49c

9c.

To go into training for job head meat
cutter with National Food
Chain

998

Rural Leaders Find Farm Population
Decreasing; Church Depends on Soil

Good opportunity, liberal vacatiol,
insurance and sick benefit policies

Firestone Home &Auto Supplies

FORD'S OUT FRONT
WITH AR NE FAMILY!
Dad: "Prettiest thing about this
car is that powerful Ford engine.
SIX or V-8, those Ford power plants
are really greatr

4
1
lin/

Sister: "There you go °win with those
4-ring pistons and balanced carburetionl I'm crazy about the smooth
lines and 'baked -on' enamel finish."

9`
35c

'12c

4,

htrath•rt "Sounds lase you
'fresh air fiends' haven't
seen this roomy interior,
It hasitw948r-fabrics than
our parlor chairs. And
what deep, soft seats!"

THE CONSTITUTION GIVES EVERY AMERICAN
THE RIGHT TO VOTE

Illeothetet "listen to the beauty
authoritiesl And not o word
about these 'King-Size'
brakes and the safety of
Ford's 'Lifeguard'
body' I'm sure glad
we ordered o Ford!"

. g„

To Vote ...
You Must Register
By June 3

13c
'

,9`
sc

"Do You Mind ... ?"

ind
9c

you're welcome
H.'s welcome to it! And
you get hers.
service
free
to the friendly.
your
Courteous attendants will check and
you
advise
quickly,
car quietly and
Motorists
serve you—at no extra cost.
service
modern
Ilk, to drive in to this
motorbetter
station for better servic&
ing—waster economy!

uts
9c

MINIS A

9`
Ly

IN YOull rUTUAll
- al:
t,:/
s
ly)

Chig's Gulf Service

9c
5c

Billington-Jones Motor Co., Inc.

Telephone 170

21' Main Street

TELLUS "CHIG" CARRAWAY
TELEPHONE 9117
SIXTH and MAIN

,rs2e ,- 1157

Don't overlook this small matter which will rob you
of your opportunity to`exercise
"YOUR HERITAGE OF A FREE AMERICA"

BANK of MURRAY
• Big Enough to Take Care of You

You
• SmalLEnough to Be Aware of

Member FDIC

.‘—

/1-

•
••••
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pu R

acres as descrlbvd In peed Book
30, page 498; thence North with
the West line of said Menslee's
"VUBLISHED -BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
tract to the point of beginning,
The
and
Times.
Calloway
The
Ledger.
Murray
The
of
Consolidation
containing 113 acres more or less.
•
Thaans•Herald, Oct.. 20, 1928, and The West Kentuckian, Jan. 17, 1942.
The acretige of strawberries in EXCEPT 73 acres more or less
WHEN OUR, FIRST UNITED STATES CONGRESS MET,
PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
Marshall county is about double kold to Gilbert Colson out of the
ONE OF ITS EARLY ACTS WAS TO ESTABLISH — ON
tract.
the
of
corner
southwest
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. GENERAL MANAGER
that of last poi,
APRIL.10. 1790 — THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE...
•
For soiree of title see Deed
4.9.4,Y74/6 SlIRE rmAr rmase MEN OF TALENT; WHO
Published Every Thursday Noon at 103 North Fourth SL. Murray. Ky.
Book 64. page 604, in the office of
WERE TO 6/YE OGIR DEMOCRACY M'ANY New AND
as
for
County
Kentucky,
`the
Transmission
the
of
Calloway
Clerk
-Murray,
Office,
Post
the
at
Entered
USEFUL TH/N6S, WOULD'OE PROTECTED AND REW4R0e0.
Secend Class Matter.
Court.
A weekly feature prepared by members of The Calloway County
For the purchase ttrice the pur}Arm Leadcos organisation and dedicated to better farming
St:bscription Rates:—In Calloway and Adjoining Counties,
chaser must execute bond with
$3.00.
Elsewhere.
4
$2.50:
Kentucky.
In
Year;
a
$2.00
approved securities, bearirit legal
interest from the day of sale unCalloway Circuit Court
1
til paid, and having the force and
Ptsintiff
I Bank of Murray,
•
By Ralph Ford. student, dairy husbandry- class. Murray State College I Vs: Judgment and Order of Sale effect of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
Defendant
all, C. W. inuman•
from
More milk is produced front grass than
By virtue of a judgment and or,- with these terms—George S. Hart,
will
pastures
managed
-Properly
together:
ASSOCIATION
-put
feeds'
other
THE KENTUCKY PRESS
der of sale of the Calloway Circuit Master Commissioner.
AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
furnish more digestible nutrients per man hour than any Court. rendered at the April term
thereof, 1947. in the above cause
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor other feed.
er Public Voice items which in our opinion is not for the best interest
Dairymen k-now that a cow gets exercise, sunshine for the purpose of payment of
thereon at
it our readers
and water front pastures, anti these are essential for health $1025.00 with interest
per cent per annum
rate
6
of
the
sqpply
to
and growth. So why not furnish a good pasture
from the 8th day of October. 1945.
most of .the feed, rather than have them roaming over until paid, and costs herein exthe
make
to
trying
next
field
the
in
one, with you
Calloway Circuit Court
pended, I shall proceed to offer
Americans have always been credited with a smart
feed to keep up milk production.
for sale at the court house door Tobe Perry, Lola Perry, Arthur
fire
insurance!
and
life
.-..'linvestment sense. We carry more
Practices today are to use good land along with lime in Murray, Kentucky. to the high- Perry, Plenny Perry. Mary Perry,
"We
- its a nation, and per capita. than any other people.
fertilizer for pastures and to furnish as much grazing est bidder at public auction, on Everett Perry. Erma Perry, Noble
and
protect our savings accounts, keep our gilt-ediged securiti,?s I in the fall as in early spring.' To do this, management is Monday. the 26th day of May. 1947. Perry. 011ie Miller. Mike Miller.
sharp
at 1 o'clock or thereabout (same Effie Miller, Richard Miller. Opal
in safety Jbletsit boxes.'sand .are generally prcty
our big facto?. Dairy farmers in .this section have greet
being county court day I. upon a Perry. Manic Perry all the above
about guardieg Our business assets.
advantages over farmers of other section becaceie we are credit of six months, the follow- being heirs at latVk of Willis Perry.
when
thinking,
of
way
with
that
made :Tense. in line
far enough south to enjoy practically year around grazing. ing described property, being and Deceasedi and the heirl of Lena
-col:red
-we put our surplus Nay ships in the plastic-pi
yet far enough north to escape the extreme severity of lying in C
Ottk_rril___citeM•
-zipper fleete,- where neither rust .ri-or decay can touch southern dro.0 hts.
and stile. Frocie Curd liernbuckle.
lucky, towit:
Beginning at the -North West cor- John !turnbuckle. William Curd.
their.•
ear around permanent pastures should be the founis arrangement. A,
T1
dation .Or our program. We may do this by sowing a mix: ner of said Quarter Sectiim at a and John McCuiston
Plaintiffs
black jack which has been agreed
s ip is only as good as the men who sail it. You can't put ture of Kentucky 31 fescue and Ladino clover.
ALEXANDER C•RANAM BELL RECEIVES HIS TELEPHONE PATENT-NO.174,465
Vs. Judment and Order of Sale.
upon by the adjoining owners as
is impossible to seal off and leave
somebrains in mothballs.
grass,
bunch
perennial
a
is
fescue
31
Kentucky
McCuisMaxine
said
McCuiston.
of
James
West
corner
North
the
•
dormant the -know-how- of millions of trained technicwhat similar to orchard grass, but with more. of a spread- Qucrter:- thence South with Sec- ton, 0.
McCuiston. and the heirs
"know-now" which cost billions to
ians
ing habit of growth. Unlike orchard grass, the bunches tion line to the South West 'cor- and creditors of Lena Pritchett
As proSuctivo
.
otr uin.
increase in size and itoventually makes a close tight sod. ner thereof, - marked by a double and Willis Pei:ry. Deceased
patent protection continues to encourage
is the logical answer to
•'Operation Naval Reserve
Defendints
Lighter green in color than orchard grass, it is smooth and post oak, the distawe being 161
utilize
and
deverop
conserve.
By virtue of a judgment and Ceingenuit.9 attS to safeguarb the rights
the. eiciestion of' how we can
shiny. It puts up blades in great numbers with possibly poles more or less: thence East
that "know-how." It has for its goal the recruitment and the greatest rats of growth in the late summer, fall and with said line 154 3-4 poles more der of sale of the Calloway cir4
at4 retuars af enterprisininbivibuals.
the April
nThng of a strong civilian Naval Reserve, including both winter,- when it stays noticeably greener than orchard or less to the Southiast corner of cuit Court, rendered at the
"ttliove
'the saidrturner farm: theitce-NOrth trim thereof, 1947, in
ac. veterans'. and younger men:, These Reservists will have
gress.'blue grass or other perennials._
with the East line of said farm to cause for the purpose of payment
•education .that will benefit them.
.training
pascess to
pe,rennial
a
This grass is best suited for use as
the S. E. corner of the 10 acre of debts and for division of propmake
• their civilian jubse lalembership in the fiesetee,3yin
ture since it improves -with age and builds up a heavy tract belonging to Birdie Boat- erty, and costs herei9 expended. I
Tract;
.•
them better citizens.
." sale at the' 26 rods: thence North 21 rods; Prichet t and Willis Perry
dense sod that prevents erosion. This sod holds .up live- wright Which was conveyed to her shall proceed to offer Ifti
thence East on the East by R. G. -Stubblefield;
rexis;
66
West
thence
Kenhouse
hturray.
door
in
court
-32.
And. Iinallv, the. know-how they acquire and improve' stock- in suet reuelAy weather and produces .large amounts
Book
•
sail
..
Turner,see_Peed
.Senati;v4ty Pito., -Perry and
in
page 120: then% West with the tucky, to the highest bidder at J lArr243-711:F1111.7 IWO nnIng. con- on the Jackson,
mein be the best safeguard of America's investment
of succulent pasture the year around. It is very paiatable
and on the West
Hugh
I
less.
or
Title
more
acres
taining
16
on
Monday.the
auction,'
South line of. said Birdie Boat- public
peace. .
•
belonging to
.tract
a.
acre
by
two
Perry
arid
,in
to livestock, but like other grasses, its palatability varies
Willis
tract
lo„this
o'clock
1
1947.
atwright 10 acres to the S. W. cor- 26th day of May.
e•
bY Matti': Perry.
ivith- the fertility - of the soil on whieh it is grown-, -Grown ner thereof;
North with her or thereabout 1same being county Lena ...Pritchett was derived
'side- by side, it is as palatable as orchard grass or'blue West line to Me :North line of. said court day,.upon a credit sofribed
six deed from W. 0, _Hargrove Jan I For the purchase price the pur14. 1916, which deed is recorded 1111 chaserr. must 'execute bond with
grown Quarter seetion or to the L S. i MUCIthSt the following desc
•
'its palatability is much improved when
grass.
- i‘
•
- • , approved securities,' bearing legal
•
tallo. deed book 35 page 215..
inwiC
to
.
-with--Ladino clover. It has a tendency to crowd out other
Also:
1 interest'from the daY or sale until
.
. .
ty,
bt4li
Ynn
lo
14Kea:itclky31;11g,
C
Pel'
tY
wa
il
.
I
.
c
of
with
E.V.
rer
Nife
c7rn
thet
the
line
ine
o
l
t
said
Editor
weeds.
-Dear
graes. and
paid, and having the force arid
,
more
hiS
or
land
of
8
acres
Abiait
of
the
acres
out
S.E.
Repri
Thirty'
Turner
acres
said
sold
12
by
the
tiak
but
t
Like lespedeza, it will grow almost anywhere,
,upplie,butt
23 T 3 R 4 East. lying South of the Willis Perry etfcet of a judgment. .Bidders will
; •
IV
grass in both quantity' and out of the N. W. corner of said quarter of Sec.
the
better
the
soil,
the
better
..,nd that seems
fb 1. J. Henslee: theMe ' Beginning 43 2-3 rods North of the .and Lena Prichett tract, it being I be prepared -to comply promptly
o wet ground and farm
• .ce, he t)...s rer.- quality. It is particularly Well suited
the West line of aaid Heashae's I N. E Corner of said Sec., thence I a/part of Sec. 23 T 3 R 4 East. and L with these terms.--George S. Hart,
'Ant
a
at
will survive Water standing on it for several weeks_
line to the S. W. corner of said 12 North 16 1-2 poles; thence West bounded on the North by the Lena- Master Commissioner.
•
• 1.
time. It grows well on high ground and it stands drought
le
osi•in to better than any other perennial pasture grass common in
i
p
ho
i.e.
re.,d
H,
•
,
rt,..k,
says
Li..1411.4aep.co _fur eKtentucky. It can grow on a poor soil .13,-ut rennqt,produee
-he
• .01
purp..s,
t tic pe
NG% 4 f •
the highest quality.
rut
I w, d r.ot it ve
Of
•.
Fall seeding is the most desirable.- but early spring
b.:* for s .r:.t Joker
"tat,
;.' 10:
is satisfactory. A compact seed bed is alway.s
seeding
1._,.•
tn..
important. althoughit has betn.established git Unprepared
Cover the seed lightly. Sow
seed beds with fair
T 0 TURNER
of October; the earlier the
middle
and
August
between
-better. Sown early enough in the fall it can be grazed
ice lightly in the winter and fairly closely in spring and sum.1. _ .52 (70 f "r
...... T.o-.ts
•
mer. Ten pounds tif-seed to the acre is an average plant•••!. to ._,...r
-•
rate. For quicker development of a dense sod 15 to 20
ing
• '•
f:••tr. lky
pounds per acre should be sowed in two directions.
Ladino clover is. a large kind of white clover. It has
y tars f rhy
• 7.1.! b
- I -:,:,- 20
Coat tv' and hake larger stems and leirves. longer leaf stalks and larger,
.•
va!........r.bors and friend, over though somewhat fewer, flower heads than other
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Eighty per cent of the tobacco
growers in Bullitt county are growing Ky. 16 or Ky. 41 A tobacco.
with Ky. 22 taking third place.

DEMOCRACY---404.t
RIGHT or PATENT

Better Farming
Calloway County COMMISSIONER'S

•
•

•

r•PARI
j
—Buy
Al
QUAL1

SALE

•

A
for

We

Year Around Pasture For Milk Production

NATIONAL EDITORIAL_
SSOCIATION
104

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Naval Reserve

NE
across 5.

•

We'd 1
YOUR

t a scant
extra

Hatc

sears follow probuctiueyars,

•

And

Murr
Co

I

thence

e-

LETTEttS TO EDITOR

•

•

••

:Acces.s.

Non-operafing railroad unions are
demanding still another raise of

rieties.
This clover is widely adaptable. It grows exceedwerTfeaoiTy drattied 110111-,FM -Tt- produces-an
ingj
good
a
abundant pasture on dry uplands and makes
hot
growth on soil of low fertility. It is resistant to dry
grows
`••••.„..
weather and is not-subject to to winter kill. It
.•. I C‘diz
ractically c.very month in.the year and is truly a year
•
he
d pasture.-It Tuts out runners that are 'three feet
or
" - 7' 771 fter th -ugh
every few
f,,s
corr.p,
long •111 -S-mpll roots binding them to the soil
from
inches. When the crown dies another. one is formed

ar•
tits

•

• Veterans' Corner

.ther

folks .,s good as

where the rerot enters the soil.
Ladino c16.v.gr is primarily a pasture plant and is - exfor
cellent for all -kinds of livestock. It may be used alone
ana
produces a
',c ork Your hu,- a pasture but a mixtet of fescue and ladino
• 7'
hi. a
better balanced and mokte.u,seful pasture.
,
Seeding is done in the fall at the same time Kentucky
31 fescue is sown. - Spring seeding.may be done in the lat--(ef two
-ter newt of February to the last of-March. The rate
• It is
stand.
agood
establish
will
.acre
loar !twin& per
.advieableto inoculate all seed just before sowing.
After making a careful survey of Kentucky 31 fescue
-..d...0•1•••••••••••1•0.
itte--e4dyirtio„.--vAtimaan list.moneeeratethateicharatUristic*,
be adequate proof tiS the dairymen thrttethey
'will
which
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•
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around pasture.
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manent sod.
.
be
2. They grow throtigout the entire year and may
I managed to provide lt-year round piesture.
but of
Ttiey art tolerant te_seils low
e- _
tolree. du better on soil of - high fertility. , •
elapted and will grow on a wide
They ere widelsen^

.

4"variation of. snits. .
t:• 5. they.are very drought resietant.
or; •
6. They are palatable and. are teljahed by cattle.
Jr.- I
They -make vigorous grewth and tend to supPress
in . pasttires. •
, many weeds that are often troublesome
S; They can be eistriblished with a relatively small
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Look out: There's another big railroad wagedemand headed your way!
The non-opetating unions alone
-whose members do not actually

seed.
amount of.
• 9. They are easy to establish.
10. They are easily eradicated by plowing.
Fest.tie is deep rooted and Ladino runners form. a
erosishion on the soil, which makes them useful
staterverrys.
n and sodded
as
12. 'They make it' economical, tq maintain fertilit•.
iescue.
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the.nitrogep
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, operate trains -are demanding a
flat increase of 20 cents an hour.
These demands would cost the fail-

fite hundred
sixty-eight million ddllars a year.'

reads of the country

lest year these employes had
an increase of Dee cents an
: hour. l'his was their third major
- stage increase since 1939: Their

opt(' w .11 it, turn. ,ioitritoo, to
V.,: Id ••f•
orr,m un ies by re .s.a, of
• It1. I r
ni 9%-ernerit and i:ioup
•7!!.y ou , ot.
tre bid'-'.trj a •
obt..on the. :7,647. d
(7)•it- Pfttatt.
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MR. SHIPPER d MR. FARMER

average eeekly pay has gone up
75'Ve as against a cost-of-liaing

fo. the

1946, with the largest

What About 1947?
Even with the recent freight rate
increase, preliminary figures indie
cate that. the railroads will make
only about the same'low return in

• ••

-special payroll ;taxee on railroads
.have recently been increased;
-and passenger traffic has declined.

Where Would the Money
" Conte Front:'
We can't pav out %hat we don't take
in. And ee are not taking in enough
now to meet present costs and to

1947 as in 1946.This will be because:

complete the improvements in service that you need and that ee aunt to
give you.

-the wage increase made in 1946
will be in effect for all of 1947;

You Would Foot the Hilt!

Since 1939-, railroad wage and
_material costs have gone up more
than three times as much as freight
rates, and five times as much as
passenger fares. That is velly in

are puidialting•thili arid catlarr.otlivrtikertarnta to talk-with 7P011
hand .alcual matttlitt Which ate onlitaI,ant lo ti on.

. at first
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peacetime

traffic in history, the net income Of
railroads went down to the equivalent of 'Only 22,'; of the net property investment.
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SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats

a

Hatchett's Grocery
1214 West Main
Phone 375

Bisbee Comedians
Douglas Vandyke is confined to To Open Monday
him Satur-

Civil Service Has
Positions Open In
Federal Service.

PARKER

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

North Fork News

The United States Civil Service
Commission announced 'today that
employmerft opportunities for Dietitians exist in St. Elizabeth Hospital. Freedmen's Hospital, Gallinger Hospital- and Glenn Dale Sanatorium in Washington, D. C., and
in U. S. Public Health Service hospitals thrpughout-th.te country.
The salaries range from $2.644 to
,
84.902..a. year.,
The commission also announced
examination for the position of
Erigineer in the Federal service
at tfie PI grade, $2.644.80 a year.
This e*amination is for positions
in various branches or options of
professional engineering, including
aeronautical, architectural, chemical. civil„ electrical, materials.
anti
metallurgical
mechanical,
others.
Further information and applican forms may be obtained from
The Tavern section of the Dining-Tavern car on the CITY OF !MEMtile commission's local secretary. PHIS. new N. C. and St. L. streamliner now running between Nashville
Van Valentine at the Murray post and Memphis. is a beautiful setting for good felleos shin.
Red upholstered horseshoe settes against a background -of handoffice.
tinted photo murals, gleaming rhrome. reflecting.a color harmony pleasing to the most discriminating.

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

LEXINGTON. May 14-The country editor in the "New South" was
responsible for whatevr progress
resulted and whatever attitude the
Southern common man adapted toOn Cash and Carry on both
ward his community responsibiliboth Laundry and Cleaning
ties as a citizen in a democratic
, society . . . It brought the issues
40
-- close home to him- in the simple
44141, and clear every-Ay I:mg-doge .of a
generally trustworthy neighbor.
Thus Dr. Thomas D. Clark. Uni-stersity-of-KenSitoky-ttiritorian- •
"Distinguished _Professor of the
Year." summed up the contributions of the Southern press during the period since 1865 in tbr
traditional Arts and Si,ein,cs Irelure last week eMay
•
a
On the basis of a first-hand study
over the past number of years of
WE DELIVER
between 300 and 500 Kentucky and
Southern country newspapers, the
U.K. authority ..n Southetn his-
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Save 10 to 20%

1=lb

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

SUPERIOR

Telephone 64
We Deliver

LAUNDRY -and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

pur-

4'ith

egal
intl
and
will
ptly
fart,

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.

PLUMBING

•

0

SUPPLIES
•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE

South Side
Square

Prescriptions A
Specialty

•

A. B. Beale & Son
Est. 1897

Call 383

Murray, Ky.

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
•

7 Y, Jr.
DR. H. B. BAIL:
Optometrist
— at —
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

his bed. Visitors to see
day afternoon and Sunday were
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris and
daughter, Zipora, Mr. and, Mrs.
Rudolph Key and. daughter, Mr.
and Mrs, Gaylon Morris and children, Mr. and Mrs: George Jenkins,' Mr.. and Mrs. Oman' Paschall,
Mr. and Mrstallnlynn Orr and children. Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr.
Mr. -and Mrs. Coy- OM Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie, Wicker .and daughter. Dolores, Ancil Wicket. Miss
Emma Hooper. Mrs. Jack Key, Mrs.
Hubert Marshall, Mrs. Walter Mitchell and Mrs.'Joe Overcast.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker and
daughter. Dolores, and Ancil, Wicker from Jackson spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key, also
Mrs. Nante Paschall and Mr. Arlin
Paschall visited in the Key home.

•
BUY A POPPY
. 'NEXT WEEK.
BUDDY POPPY
WEEK

AIRCRILL
SERV/CC SINCE 1886

Mr? and Mrs. Terry Morris and
daughter, Zipora. Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key and daughter Dorothy
spent Sunday with Mr. and. Mrs.
J. C. Bisbee
Howard Morris.
people of Murray
loving
fun
The
spent
Orr
Mr and Mrs. Milford
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. George and Calloway county are in for a
week of high class entertainment
Jenkins.
starting Monday-slight when-- BiMr. and Mrs:. Coy Orr- spent
Cometiiiin,s ouen kirre At
Taylor lot on South Fourth street.
Ore.
J. C. Bisbee, manager, states that
Mrs. Jack Key visited Miss Emma Hooper in her new home at his troupe has brand new comedies.
the make-.Lou-laugh ki cl, tirring
information Puryear Saturday afternoon.
and
PkO/bit'MS
tk/F IC,. I
t.d good
Hugh Paschall dramas, peppy vaudevil
Mrs.
and
Mr.
said the "New South arose out of
ght piece
Mrs. Elmer _Pas- music by Bob Fisher's
and
Mr.
visited
the dark days.of the .1870's when
swing band.
chair Sunday afternoon.
Southern civilization was at its
Bisbee announced this week that
Mrs. Lona Nance visited Mr. and
lowest state of bewilderment and
over the the opening play at eight Monday
Mrs Robert .Harding .
frustration.
night will be a comedy, "The Girl
weekend.
"The economic cry of 'On fo
Mi'.asid.-Mrs.-I'Fiy /spa. visite Heitt__Elitur."-utars....al _the theatre
Richmond" by northern eapitaliils Mr. 'and Mrs. Boss Darnell Sun- open at seven.
at that time tatter 18701 was as day afternoon. .
pleasing as it had been disconcertMt. ;said Mrs. Clifton Grooms,
ing in the closing months of the Mrs. Enloe Tarkington, Mrs. Zula
war." he added.
Tarhington and Mrs. Nanie .PaisThen_ Pernmativt• gees
chatt s isited Mrs.- Cretir
The country editor saw the in- Saturday afternoon. Mrs.. Paschall
flux of northern capital "in its remains ill.
A "Trade Preview" of , what the
true perspective sc far as the
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins well-dressed Murray school • girl
South's. foliate:. was concerned." visited Mr. and' Mrs. Douglas Van- will wea*next Fall. to be held at
De.. -Mir .declared.-7-The tact
Chicagn- lainous Paliner Rouse
Friday-iffgfit. —
ther were. .able to see _ Me.: and Mrs. Carnol pnyd and the week OT ,May•18; is expected
thrt , .
e meaning of the industrial age
n visited Mr.. and Mrs. Cratic to be attended by Miis EPfie Wata was coming was irerparkable," Paschall Sunday afternoon.
son of the Murray Fasion Shoppe.
he added in compliment to the in- Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins The event will be part of the
fluence of.the rural press in con- and Mr. Terry Morris were in Paris Silver Jubilee celebration of the
stantly agitating tot more industry Saturday afternoon.
National Wash Apparel Show and
in the region.
Gela grown Orr spent Sunday Market Week, which attracts store
Country newspapefs of the era night with I Dorothy Love Key.
buyers from all over the country
Linda 'Kay Orr and Gela Brown intersted 'in the early sclling dl
"Portray faithfully" the life and
times of the period with their Orr visited the school at Cottage fall merchandise.
vivisi descriptions of narrow, mud, Grove, -Monday. _
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and
dy streets bordered by unkeptweed patches and a town full of children visited Mr. Taylor Holhogs "which on a dark night could ley Sunday.
Nance
Mrs. Bardon
Mr. and
not be distinguished r IfOffT mudHafford
Mr. and Mrs.
visited
holes and dark shadows."
The 40 years agitation for North- Cooper .Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
ern immigrants and Northern capi• I was kept at a fever heal in children visited Mr. and Mrs. Ruo press, but "politically the South dolph Key Sunday night.
Well Seasoned and Ready
Mr. and Mrs'. Hillery Johnson
little to 'encourage the moveto Use
The Southern press had visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Ore
.-nt.
.s.‘
•etched its welcoming arms to Sunday afternoon.
rtherners on one page and help-SEE US BEFORE YOU
to create a provincially-minded
BUY
-11
.1 antagonistic system
• ter," he said.

Expert free inspection of
property for termite damage is
made available to you. without
obligation by TERMINIX. Termites may be secretly causing
extensive damage to your property. Don't delay .. Call for a
v. • -noction.
free

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262
Authorized Repreeentativ• of
(Moo Vallee Termini. Corp.
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LIMESTONE
CONCRETE
BLOCKS

Schools Are Guests
At Feature Dance
The-Training School. and

Dr. J. M. Converse
Graduate „,
Veterinarian

the
City High school were guests at a
dance given in their' honor by the
Murray Woman's Club on May 24
Billy Crosswy and his Or. hestra
furnished the music.

Dodd Block and Tile
Company
East Main Street
'We Deliver

— OFFICE

TERMINIX
WORLD'S I ARGEST IN IERmITE CONTROL

Fast Main St., Phone 5011-.1

We

TRAVEL TO DETROIT

Have

Available

-- NOW

BROOKS BUS LINE

t

BE A WINNER IN 1947

The Ledger & Times
"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"

TAXI
SERVICE

If you want
• Experienced Drivers
• Safe Cars
BETTER
PLUMBING
• Prompt Service
• Courteous Treatment
AT
AS NEAR AS YOUR
REASONABLE
TELEPHONE
PRICES
Call
The Old Reliable

MURRAY SERVICE

138
TAXI

"

Wall; Driul
IT—

WE WILL GET IT
WE HAVE
- OR IT CANT BE,HAD

ATTENTION
Dodge Plymouth
Owners

Winders, Crittenden County147.0 Bu. Funks G

LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES
•
Don't Forget Your ANTI-FREEZE
•

6th—Chaney Brothers, Warren County140.2 Bu. Funks G

Casualty

AMEN.

R. L. Ray

Telephone 16

5th—J. C. Wilson, Daviess County141.2 Bu, Funks G

INSURANCE AGENTS

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

W. F. Miner

lit—Eyerett Simpson, Bullitt County155.1 Bu. Funks G'

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON

Kentucky

Murray Auto Parts

'

-n in
- Vairira'icctrini-frer Convelitio
7ct the
Lexington January 28th, ten men were
presented checks as champions for highest yields in 5-acre plots. Six of these ten
•
men used Funk's G Hybrids.

N. C. & _St. L. and State Line
Road

Gatlin Building

........m....;st
1.• HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All Cara!

PLANT FUNK'S G. HYBRIDS

2nd —Sammy

FIRE

CARLTON OUTLAND
VERNON COHOON

Telephone 95

HAZE!., KY.

Phone 456

32

Voris Wells Benny Maddox

HALL-WHITNEL
Concrete Products

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

Phone ...

.
I

And Other C oncrele Products

Make Reservations Early At

TAXI

COMPANY

—

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD—I"- -...11W011.E. Vett-DWI

Telephone 331
Murray,

COLLEGE DRUG
DuBarry Cosmetics : Norris Chocolates
FIFTEENTH AT COLLEGE

PRESCRIPTIONS

203 N. 16th St., Phone 5,0-R

High Quality
LIMESTONE
CONCRETE
BLOCKS

BY

Automobile

PHONE 7-- MURRAY, KY.

LDale & Stubblefield

— RESIDENCE —

Murray, Ky.

RONALD W CHURCHILL, OWN ER

Miss Effie Watson
Style Show.--

As Ady•rtIsed C.,"Th• Post"

6

OUR PLEDGE .. . To give unreservedly of our time,
our skills and our facilities, that each memorial
service may truly be beautiful and comAorting.

WC Historian Says Country Editors
Caused South's Progress Since 1865

BOONE'S

•act:
eld:
and
Veit
to
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, YURRAY, KENTUCKY
;

All watches repaired her*
are tested on tha

t
.
EfLtc

Mosta'

It tells us immediately
what is'wrong when you
bring your watch in. It
proves to you that it's right.
when you take it out.

Furches Jewelry
Store

9th—Stark Brothers, Nelson County134.5 Bu. Funks G
10th—Willis Stout,Jefferson County134.0 Bu. Funks G
•
Tune in on WSM, Nashville,'Tuesday and Thursday at 11:45, and Saturday at 12:45 for
Funks G Program

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

SEE YOUR FUNK G DEALER FOR YOUR
SEED CORN

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

PARKER SEED COMPANY

,COPY FADED

1 p 4_

"Let's Lime Every Acre of Crop Land
Calloway County"

,

1144ri s r115S1.5

in

•

•
•

-ma
pa

•
•
•

r

•
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No Date Set For
Science ButIVIV1---F°11411—MOTOR

Dogs Delighted As Doctors Divulge
Murray Route V
1Yáta Otillecrease Of Peadly Disesases Another good sermon by Bro
CRIGAG0.111. --New • hope for • jeet were listed .by the AssJcpthe faithful old. dog whorie health non. along with some findings of
is failing but whose ownert cher- . veterinary scientists on what to
ish him as a member of the fain-4 do about these problems:
ily, was oriental today in a check- I -Malnutrition: a all t it g digesbat of advice from theas.Anterican tion. inefficiency--of - glands send
Vilerinary Medical 1%,ssociation..
loss of teeth 'contributeto this'.
,ot healthi 'troubles to t trouble. even on a reasonable diet.
Five kends
which old.&s are ears.cialla sub- In treating, _nutritional deficieney.

I
i

IT'S NEW!...IT'S FAST!... IT'S COMFORT DELUXE!
the.
in se:vete between
MEMPHIS and NASHVILLE

MAY 17
.1,,, teat, •
145-5
reas5 AM . . Lv. Memphis
Lentil
115 AM .... Lv.
Lv Somerville
03 AM .
Jackson
9 53 AM .... Ls
10.25 AM .... Ls Lexington
11.05 AM .... At Bruceton
11:10 AM .... 1.••• Bruceton
12:12 PM .... Lt.. Dickson
j.Nashvill.
1:05 PM

THE

Ar
-Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Lv
Ar
Ar
La

No. 5-104
Wirsteeniert
7:40 PM
7:24 PM
.... 6:37 PM
5:49 PM
5:17, PM
4:40 PM
4:35 PM
3:33 PM
. 2.40 PM

NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA is ST. LOUIS RAILWAY

Your neighbor's car,
It runs like new.
Bill Dollar paid.
And will for you.

4110

_

1°11111111.
.
...-•°"".

L-i-----

Assiista.-

Whether you need new , res a
paint too motor overhaul 0, arber
work to make your car look and
run he new
our htendly w.f.
.dorstl service can help you. It's
to good ,nves!rrent from the shynclpisMt at lion, safety and econceey
.. nert to mention the st-nsloc••on

•-•
•
- -"andlii/f-confitience a good-looking
unsoorteriann.ne car assures Or if
you have other protnems
tOMO
in' and talk it over Better yet . .
phone and tell us how much you
need We Can prOOOO'i hot'
,the
money ready for you by 04 tame
yOu ge.sc our er.ce

n,tvituie

CORPORATION

NEST DOOR TO 'PEOPLE.; BANK
506 Main.atreet : Murray
PHONE 1180
M ( ILLL• Mgr.

r,

/
-

saw
I 'us/

Henry Hargis .was eihjoyed by a
large criiwci at New Providence
Church of Christ. Sunday. Bro.
Hargis and family and Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Falwell and son were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. T.
A. Linville.
aMr. and Mrs. William Grubbs.
Mr. and • Mrs". Everton Dodd and
children visited in Gleasoni Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Buferd.Barton. Mr.
and Mrs. George Linville visited
Misses. Mavis,' Mabel and 'the Linville Saturday night. Mr. and Mrs.
David" Linville and children were
bed time guests.
Mr. aseid Mrs. Buford Barton and
M. and Mrs. J. W. Salmon and
sons were Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. George Linville.
'Afternoon callers were Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Simmons of Union City,
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Bro.
Robert Hart, a granddaughter, two
grandsons and Janice Stubblefield.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Culp, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Guheen and Mrs.
Irven Miller and daughter were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Culp.
Mr. and Mrs. Boss Laycock and
Rodert attended the singing at New
Cbucord Siinday afternoon.
Mr. and •Mrs. Almus Steele and

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Johnson, Miss
Berniee Wilson, Mrs Catherine
Lewis and Kentucky Belle attended church services Sunday night at
the Church of Christ.
Mrs. Dessie Shekell became very
ill Thursday morning at her work
at the college and was rushed to
the -Clinic. They reported_ that she
is lots better at this writing.
Miss Ruth Lassiter, a pal of
Belle,
Kentucky
was on her way
to her work at
the College Friday morning
when a boy ran
up' behind - her
with a bicycle
and knocked her
tiOWII.
She was taken to Mason
Hospital with a broken leg. We
wish for Miss Ruth a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Catherine Lewis and son.
Harold. were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. George Lewis.
Miss Lelia Mae Stack of Bumpus
Mill, Tenn.. is now visiting her sister, Mrs. Bud T. Snwell, and Mr.
Sowell and children on North Thirteenthstreet.
Miss Bernice Wilson_and Mrs. Ray
showa
quite
FarMers have made
Johnson were Sunday...dinner guests
ing the past week. Tobacco'
Mtrs. Ida Arnold of 1026 Poplar
stfree
o
are growing fast they say.

REPAIR

apleleadal

WORK

Prof.' D. F. Hackett, superintendent of
buildings and grounds,
stated in an interview Thursday
that, so far as he was informed,
no definite date has been set for
the construction of the new science building at Murray State

INCLtDIi1G
• Overhaul Motors

• Check Transmission
• Check Generators and Starters
ATTENTION: Tractor Owners
. If your magnets are giving you trouble, bring
them in for a cheek-up.

College.
This modern four-story 2072" by
7410" building - Will be located at
the dorth end of the football practice Lield, facing south. The building will house the agriculture.
homer economics, ptetstcal science,
and biological science departments,

1

GRISHAM'S GARAGE
North 13th St.

Back of Hatchett's Grocery

6

COLORFOL

LASTING" • 4D(rd%

VOINITS

Not everybody in
Calloway county sub:
scribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

A'

COMMISSIONER'SSALE

Kentucky Belle attended a Stanveterinarians have reported con- ley Party at the home of Mrs.
siderable success by adding vita- Reeves on North Thirteenth street
caatimay Circuit ('ourt
mins to the ,diets-especially the Monday morning. Mrs. R. M. Pol'B' vitamins-and a"ration rich in lard, Mrs, 'Reeves, and Mrs. Ray Ethel Osborn and J. W. Osborn,
Plaintiffs
sugar and starch.
Johnson won prizes. Others presVs: Judgent and Order of Sale.
-*Chronic cough: This may be ent were Mrs. Bell. Mrs. CatheY,
caused by too much barking, by Mrs. Ervin. Catherine Lewis and Fannie Winchester and husband.
HOWard Winchester, Lillian Hutchronic bronchitis' or by heart Miss Bernice Wilson,
son and husband. Hassel Hutson,
trouble. Coughing is a difficult
Dr Ora K. Mason was called Lunnie Clark and wife, Rena
problem, but sedatives and „syrups
morning to see Mrs. A. Clark, Pearl Burton and husband.
relieve the condition if property Monday
Polly on North Thirteenth street Lawton Barton, Garland Clark and
administered. Center; Of .infec-who IS ill at .this writing.
wife, opal Clark, Carl Jackson.
tion should be cleared up. tors
_Mrs. Mary McClure and brother. and J. M. Marshall, Administrator
"Uremia: This kidney ailment
is., frequent cause of death in the "Uncle'' George Freeland. were at of Otho Clark,
Defendants
aged dog. it calls -Mr -hospitaliza- MRirayTut'sudT and- Mrs:
By virtue isf a judgment and ortion. special. treatment with drugs, visited the laundry . to see Kenfasting. and later a high carbohy- tucky Belle and they both had an- der of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
;aher good old chat that made rise Court. rendered at the April term
drate 'diet.
therent, 1947, in the above cause
think of all back at home..
Madera Moist Methods
Desseal trouble: .
other
Everette.Bucy and E- _IL Stramohs far the Purpose of payment of
kinds of canine surgery.. dentistry were Monday guests of Mr. and debts and division of Property; aful
requires a •c....reful choice and skill- Mrs. Ted Thorn and children of costs herein expended. I shall
proceed to offer, for sale at the
ful use of anesthetic. In any opeo Paris. Tenn.. Route 5.
'court house door in Murray. Kenand
ratibra -meticulous surgery
Rev. and Mrs. West were. Sunday
after-care are far more essential night supper guests of Mr. and tucky. to the highest bidder at
public auction, on Monday, the
in the old than in the,young dok.
Mrs_ Nollie Smith. on North Thir- 26th day of May 1947. at 1 o'clock
;being used
Blood trar.sfuarons are
teenth street.
or thereabout tsame being county
-to an increasing extent to .prevent
A household shdWer was given court dayn upon a credft of six
shock. 4
for Mr. and Mrs Joe Hal Stewart months, the following described
"Arthritis: This disease in aging
and. Mr. and. Mrs. Lawrence Over.- -property being sad- lying' in CaldOgi" Seeni tic be directly -related
by May 8 :it 'the home of Mr and loway -County. Kentucky. towit:- teeth.
the
of
to..source
infectien-in
Mrs T J. Murphy on Nor
glands or digestive tract Infected
Beginning 61 2-3 poles mirth of
street by Mr and Mrs. T 7 Murteeth anotauld be removed, and vetat a rock,
phy and Mr and Mrs. Luther the south west corner
enrarians alAi strive to. eliminate
These young marired running east 78 poles to a rock.
Crimpton„
to a rock,
other cinders of infection arid irrlcouples received many nice' and thence north 22 poles
pr,ye the animals's digestion."
poles to a rock,
useful gifts. Mrs Luther Compton thence West 78
to a rock and to
and Mrs. Bud Sowell, won prizes. thence 22 poles
40S--1111:7
containing 10 acres
Use our classuled
Refreshments and drinks were ser- the beginning,
a part of
get the business.
ved to the following: Mr and Mrs. mere or less. It being
I, Range 5 East. Otho
—
Joe Hal Stewart. Mr. and Mrs. section 30. T.
deed to the above deLawrence Overby. Mr. and Mrs. Clark's
land is of record in the
T. J. Murphy and daughter, Miss scribed
of the CalloLevicia 'Jean. Mr. and Mrs. Luther office of the Clerk
in Deed Book
Compton and suns. James and John; way County Court
Mrs. Ballet Stewart. Mr. and Mrs. 37. page 523. •
For the purchase price -the purBradley Overby, Mrs. Claude Miller. Rev. and Mrs,. H. A. Wsst and chaser must execute bond, with
ly,Mrs. Tr L. 10-praVed feetiflties. besting- legat
daughter, Mi
Sowell, Mr. and Mrs. R„G. Outland interest from the day of sale unand our,. Galen Loyd. Mrs, Solon til paid, arid having the force arid
Darnell. Mrs. Eula Rebertsnn, Mrs. effect of a judgment. Bidders will
Horitas Graham. Mrs. Lewis Wash- be prepared to comply promptly
burn, M150 Henry Etta • Hendon, -with _these terms-George S. Haft,
Miss Minna Fay Knight. Mr Nr,ble Master Commissioner.

Whisk awry dullness and

drabetese-wilt

new, long-lasting paints.

Right

weather's

now while

right plan to dress up your home.

Repaint the Exterior of your house ... coat your
rooms with the clean, glowing, loveliness of
fresh paint.

For finest quality paints order

from us today.

See ua for exciting new wallpaper
patterns
--- We have whatever you want in
any design
% ,.a4Or'

•

Ask us about
INLAID LINOLEUM
for your home

,
„

•

nth

Paint & Wallpaper Co.
Hughes
,
Telephone

South Side Souare

•

383

Iffloora••••••

TAKE A TIP FROM ANOTHER HOUSEWIFE

de itia
14ti

0/?e
Fk/V
*
,
Eke
Rave/
s new In design

James Knight, -Mrs. Ruth Overby
Crider and daughter, Margaret
Ruth, Mrs.- Katie Siinmons.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Ruth Washburn, Mrs. N. D. Washburn, Mrs. Ray, Mrs. Reeves, Mrs.
Ray Johnson, Mrs. Everette Bucy,
Mrs. Nellie Smith, Mrs. Catherine
Lesds,, Miss. Bernice Wilson, Mr.
and Mrs: Eddie Riley, Mrs. Edgar
Wilkerson, Mrs. Everett Jones, Miss
Alpha McGough, Mrs. Buford Rogers, Mrs. Strader, Mr.-W. .1, Martian, Mrs. Opal Pittman McCuiston,
Ar. and Mrs. Wavel Outland and
daughter, Miss Geneva, Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Knight-, Miss Reba Jo
Cathey, Mr. and Mrs. Buford Barron, Mr. Hallet Stewart and sun,
James Hugh, Elsie Brandon,
grade Homemakers class of Murray
High School, Mrs. Monroe Stompton,Mrs. Curt Jones, and Charles
Washburn.-Kentucky Belle

T111.12:-

;

"I've,Found There Is, A Difference
In Dry Cleaning • • • 1111 SANITONE
SERVICE Is The BEST'

I

11,

• spooREm°vED
co LoRs
•ow REVI"
V

rew in con
venience features
.

operation. Here Is truly Coryfree
Cooking Grits best. And quality of manufacture that
arid years.wliHqstfor Trs

... new in automatic

ONLY Th/O/DA/RE

• FINER

has Ail tee Fakres
• Cooh•Moster Oven Cloth Control

By Producing 164 Bushels On One Acre
This Record Was Made With
BROADBENT KY. 203

• D•vble-Duty Thermizer cooker

„
liears'of experience in prollti. m g Manes seed "oar and •4 lentIto processing in our modern ...red 01 nit are 4rombined in Isruadbent hsbrids to
gi1,1^ s asia extra yield and estrs profit.

• Waist-higia suutholess type broiler
• Extra large ali-portelain oven

BROADBENT
• Automatic firne-",ajnal
• fleerescent lamp

PERSPIRATI"

W A. Scott, Bardwell, Carlisle County, Wow the
KENTUCKY CORN DERBY

• Rochontobe S-speed cooking units

•

.Se aid Feel the Diiference Yourself!

certified yellow varieties are: Ky. Y103,
Ky. Y102, U. S. 13.

BROADBENT certified white varieties

with your present
the time to learn
about this BETTER Sanitone Service. See
If you're not satisfied
dry cleaning, now is

are: Ky. 203,

Ky. 69, Ky. 72B.

for yourself how much brighter, fresher,
cleaner your clort-es can be-even after
many, many cleanings.

• 1111.porcelain inside and out

ROSS FEED COMPANY

a

Misty other features your shield sae

110 North Third St., Murray. Ky.

Telephone 101

BOONE'S

JOHNSON APPLIANCE COMPANY

LAUNDRY : CLEANING : GARMENT STORAGE

South

•

•

0.

•••

"X

•

• It

s

BO

•

•
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MURRAY FEED STORE

BRIGHTEN YOUR NEWLY CLEANED HOME

PAINTS, KEMTONE, and ENAMELS
TO CLEAN UP YOUR HOME

WITH OUR GAY CURTAINS

Your NORGE Dealtr

DRAPER & DARWIN

ECONOMY HARDWARE CO.

ONE STOP CLEAN_UP NEEDS

FIRESTONE HOME & AUTO SUPPLIES

FEEDS OF ALL KINDS
Telephone 635

103 North Third Street

WARD-OUTLAND BAKERY
BILLINGTON-JONES MOTOR CO.

CAKES

:

FORD SALES and SERVICE
New and Used Cars

NATIONAL STORES CORPORATION

Eat here while you do your

COOKIES

PARKER FOOD MARKET

HOUSECLEANING

HIGH QUALITY

•
JAMES WARD

BLUE BIRD CAFE

SOUth

HOT BARBECUE

STEAKS and CHOPS

MIDWESTERN HEATING COMPANY

WEST KENTUCKY MATTRESS CO.

Floor Furnaces
;
Oil Furnaces
Furnace Repair --arint Cleaning
Storm and Screen Windows

We Xehtlila-anri ssu.nufacture-nRY kind of Mattress
ONE DAY SERVICE and ALL WORK"
GUARANTEED

Salesman Wanted in Murray
Easy Terms to Meet Your Buclifet

CURB SERVICE

Manufacturers of
GRANITE, MARBLE and STONE 'MEMORIALS
Murray, Ky.

Telephone 121

Paducah, Ky.

PAdut•Ah

Phone 4419

314 South 615

MURRAY MARBLE & GRANITE
_WORKS

Telephone 578
110 Broadway

Phone 1061

COMPLETE LINE Ot SANDWICHES
GROCERIES

Phone 130

Rudolph Thurman, Owner

Side Square

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN

Incorporated

Window Shades

fiLIS STATION-CAFE_ -

LOW PRICES

HOSIERY MILL LUNCH

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY

:

COURTEOUS SERVICE

Telephone 850

Complete Line of Curtains,-Cretonnes and
Drapery Material
•

PIES :
ROLLS

BRENT OUTI4AND

Third and Main

Phone 170

TELEPHONE 135

Telephone 575

MUNDAY EQUIPMENT. COMPANY

DEW DROP INN

International Trucks, Farmall Tractors
McCormick Deering Farm Equipment

'-Next -to-Ford Motor Coritpany
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

GENERAL REPAIR

5:00 A. M. — 7:00 P. M.

Telephone 63

You can borrow up to $300.00 for your
clean up needs
HOUSEHOLD - SIGNATURE - AUTOMOBILE

PETE!St--AUTO PARTS, Inc.
Telephone 783
*
*

INTERSTATE LOAN CORPORATION
506 West Main st.

Now is the time to

Phone 1180
.*

CLEAN UP
N A S H.
MURRAY is going NASH

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N.

your

THE FARMER'S CO-OP

HOME

PARKER'S GARAGE

3

-

FAST MAIN

PHONE 407

CAR
and
MURRAY MILLING COMPANY

BUSINESS

Du Pont Paints

EXCLUSIVE FLOUR
YUUR CAR IS 1uRED
fteR A etASPS
moruRirs6 •ACAD0i.'

PURINA CHOWS

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL AND
ICE COMPANY

—

IT'S GOOD HOUSEKEEPING to get everything in
good condition and to keep it in a good state of repair.
Start Now And
CLEAN UP

Telephone 64

: PAINT UP

telePlione 43

Plumbing, Heating, Sheet Metal Work, Oil Furnaces

TEXACO PRODUCTS
U. S. ROYAL — FIRESTONE TIRES and TI
Certified Lubrication
-

2111MOtih
"1

BLOCKS IN THE STATE

for
Automobile, Casualty, and Fire
INSURANCE

FITTS & DODD

PHONF: ti(ti

ROBERTS GROCERY
. A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE
GROCERIES : GAS
MF AT
Plenty of Parking Space
,
DRIVE OUT

•

FRAZEE, MELUPIN & HOLTON
BOAT WRIGHT & COMPANY

Murray, Kentucky

WHOLESALE GROCERS

FIRE, AUTO and CASUALTY
•

too Railroad Awntse

Phone 1068

MURRAY FASHION SHOPPE
"The Houie of Fashion"

OSBURN & MASON GROCERY
•

Tel4hone 307-W

BELK - SETTLE COMPANY

Phone 82

Oh St.

THE BEST LIMESTONE STEAM CURED CONCRETE

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

('all 383

HENDON'S SERVICE STATION

BETTER FOOD FOR BETTER LIVING
. ?
No7ti;ff.

401 Maple

H. E. JENKINS

: FIX UP

GIBSON'S
FROZEN FOOD LOCKERS
• .0111WP.--•

Dulus'

"Duco"

SPRING CLEANING TIME IS FURNACE
CLEANING TIME
1N,$PECT : REPAIR : CLEAN
YOUR LENNOX DEALER WILL DO IT RIGHT

-Best Grades West Kentucky Coal"

RUDY'S RESTAURANT

HUGHES PAINT & WALLPAPER
COMPANY

It Does SI•ke A Difference Who Writes Your

insurance-

FRANK HARGIS
RED and WHITE SERVICE STATIPN

TEXACO GAS and OILS

South Fourth Street, Murray. Ey

FISIIING EQUIPMENT

Gellette Tires and Tubes
D-X Motor Oil, Southern Batteries, and Service
with a Smile

520 South Fourth Street

Phone 760

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

TRIANGLE INN

WILSON & LAWRENCE USED CARS

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

AUTO PAINTING A SPECIALTY

HOT PIT BARBECUE

"Home of Guaranteed Used Cars"

TELEPHONE 323

FENDER AND BODY WORK

WE PA V TOP DOLLAR FOR CLEAN CARS

111B SERVICE
BARNEY

Telephone 777

DEACON

201 East Maple. Street

Phone 150

Always a Selection of Clean Low Mileage Cars

•

tt,

t

COPY FADE
•

•

•

a
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Blood River
TRIDATtSATURDAY
•
z

South Pleasant Grove

YOU AND YOUR
HONIR

I The chureh cetnetery here looked
talovely'Sunday. Keith Brandon and
Bobby Thomas are its earetakets.
The 5400 experases for care of this
large cemetery is met by free will
offerings: 'Mere aje many living
in other states who have loved ones
here- t'hose 'graves are cared for
nicely. Contributions are always

Dareat- -Kentucky--Belka
der if somethink is wrong with •
' the good editor'. typewriter? The.
wastebasket has been filled.
, Sunday -was -Meatteria.-a Dere anal
she admired a bouquet of beioar
while her, earthly stay. She mat
smell the sweet 'fragrasoe after
ataaaifo h.:

By RACHEL ROWLAND
_ name Demonsfailion Agent
'
• LIP"
'
Haffard Brown happened to one'
Bertliloore. Mrs. Lala Miller and
- of the %karst car accidents that this
Mrs. Lucian Gupton remain 'on
These warm sunny days probably , the sick list.
terreors has eta r known The .ear
have -given -- you spring - feseriaarol '1.1st Sunday,
1:14111)1V1el?i
• demolished" When
menabets of the
ratw
het:y
r ergo
ic
in e
fiitssh
einygou
•')n.. „deep Witch at- a-,
at- p'
cir
hai;tert
:4;1441r
vieWul
north of Geerge Green's'
ecli:''th
Seund
prt.urSt
e'bw
of 1 Meilss
assAhiTa
residenc,• Friday night. Mr. Brown finished your spring cleaning. these (Jarvis arid her mother. The forantrea
atiata'
Mar
'heir
,
'
the
eahrlei
eseaps.3 serious injury.
mer
was founder of Mother's Day,
MaceMiss Parris was a strong advocate
1anains gathered at the scene
:tieas
Dust
lon
4Do
troths
at-ere the aasterdent occurred Sat-'
against drink 'which is wrecking
Da
,• s. • aa ta be mostly a so many American homes).
arday marning
BlafIkfl had pur-.
ahasei t. tibe car at Detroit only ' matter or flicking dust t•ff one thing
The weather conditions the past
on to another unless -the cloth is 10 days have been sush that farmers
na.v weeks past.
'
treated to "hold on to the dust. iare very busy though later than
Mrs Pauline Paulson of Detroit .
riv• d a few days past jo see her , There are several simple methods common with planting- crops.
Miss ha Grey Nesbit left Sunday
dataziace Shirley Ann. and parents, ' of making dustless dust cloths. This
Mn and Mrs. -./e;a Dick. of near is one of the easiest: Dissolve one- for Atlanta. Ga., after a week's valaovicienae and other relatives. : half cup neutral soap flake, in one cation with relatives and ,frisands
Her small daughter Will return • quart hot water. Add one teaspoon and was present at the graduation
with her te Detroit tarts week for ; turperitrue. Dip clean, cliampened of her sister. Miss Dorothy Lee Nesvaaitian until Mr. and Mrs. Paul- ' cloths in the solution and 'let stand bit, at Hazel High School Sunday.
The latter returned home with her
aa: rettua
is au:tuner for
Wring them out and let dry before sister or a three
‘acation..
rasing Wisps -said anata-cluisier-s--alao parents 'atre_Mr.--arod--Maeaa-Charles-- Mass Aimte—Wilffs—fs empecfmg
Nesbit.
may be treated in this way.
Ur. and ,Mrs. Serum Wats of
After church services at Sinking
In Boyd county. 101 4-1$ boys
Store the remaining soap mixDer -it hame any dayfor n vacature in a coveredaacontainer' and Springs Sunday, Mr.- and Mrs. Lee are enrolled in the dairy pro'ion
relatives..
when using it again reheat it and Humphreys were dinner guests of jec:.
Mrs. Minnie Mitchell is expect=
their son, Mr. arid Mrs. Caz Humadd another teaspoon of him
—en-tine
aig' her daughter, Mrs. Orvis WilDanville, Ky. Boyle county, again
Wash and retreat the dust loths phreys.
•n. awl c hillirett. Barbara Kay
John E. Johnson who served is making available a 711-acre plot
when they become soiled.
.aid Douai,: and her daughter-intwo and a half years as a Marine as a city garden project.
,! .w. Mrs Lanis Mitchell of Detrao. Protective Costing For
Painted Walls
tieme for a vacation if they .decide
After you have cleaned painted
t they are brave enough to
walls protect the paint against the
aome through in a car all alone.
next cleaning in this way:
errervivi 'srunftrt-t
litssofve one cup • laundry starch
a▪ lather's Day cards and gifts.
in a little cold water, add twa
.'!le' - Barbara Kay Wilaen
-qtraits boiling Water. ajui cook.un'A bicycle.
la the mixture is clear. tool, then
Miss Annie Willis and Mess Mary thin with cold water to a
milk-like
Machell attended the entertain.Aatily_ataratba-wallisaavatia-ki
WALLACE BEERY
naert ft;-ran-iied by Less Morgan paste brush. .
IN
rd gat.g of tlaz,1 one night-'the
When soiled, the dirt and starch
"THE MIGHTY MedURK"
'•
k
They reparted a svaell can lie washed Off easily and
with:.tatt
out removing ani of the taint.
;M.o. Ana., Willis waa turninif
:tan aad
the 1..a.'W broadk
'
. • a•.s• 41. . t P
Tean- Line
iTle past w-ek
Incorporated
a• Mrs- Anqic WilAis and Mrs. Mon, a- Maetall. a rh their brooms
nuaaec cl ahs. cleaned tac
(aart h buildir g
m 1y
Fria
(azo... r. f r service., to be Sat day
..ftert.a.a .
Res
Campton
• it Re' Basins:al of Muri
r.t:r.s 'A Vie-ant-4 20 11)1 ranch •Mr.
M
•
bttfil
bouqata
on ar,e stand late Satur• a--rrra•er after itaatrs
and a
'is '.1 A
1..01 betat epened arid the
America's great ad•
N
i th e Kentucky
venture star porM
C
a..ar aid South
trays the great
trail blazer
f r
t. v.t•

'

• 1105"4

WILD BILL ELLIOTT

aatn
BOBBY BLAKE • ALICEFLMING
sae asas. ,•
•
taw,
%taro
"JACK ARMSTRONG" and Sport

SUNDAY & MONDAY
ACTION and ADVENTURE
in the
Junglet
ROBERT LOWERY
PATRICIA MORRISON-

IN

-

• QUEEN OF
THE AM ZONS
The Strangest Romance-Ever Filmed in
the Terrors of the Jung!e!

and son of Mr4Ind Mrs. Paul Johnson. recently married Miss Marilyn
Hanson of Gary Ind. The double
ring ceremony was performed ill
the Methodist Cliurch. of Gary. An
uncle of the bride, Rev Nutter of
Miami, Fla.. officiated.
'groom
IS a former resident of tD.Icounty.
His mother, the former Miss Ruby
umii1ire7a. was rearin this vicinity and is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Humphreys.
The Pleasant Grove people who
have phones have been fortunate
mat during the strike of telephone
operators that phones were mostly
connected by Harris Grove o which
Mrs. Perry Armstrong is operator.
The Hazel switchboard is run by
Mrs. Jewel Bailey and her daughter arid son. Miss Essie Bailey and
Kernie Bailey, arid Mrs. Bettie
Dale, to whom gratitude is due for
the same courteous service. Yet
cooperation with other switchboards has been missed.
Mrs. Ida Adams of Murray was
a week-end visitor avith her son.
Clarence. and Mrs. Adams. The
fortner's mother, Mrs. Manervia
Orr, remains poorly. She is 86. .
Mrs. U. S. Miller has spent sev-

ENDS
FRIDAY!

Keach's

REMINDERS FROM PARTY tlINERS
51 (
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#1141.0

Murray
lected 22
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ing 60 31
second wi
competing
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*If your neighbor has
--an emergency coil give up
the line quickly.
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runner, w
Ty Hollar
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then turn
was the
Eli Ale
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in the 200
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third in tl
took thirc

Party-line Cowles)/ is eat;hia,
SOUTHERN MU TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY, INCORPORATED

- event.
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TUESDAY•WEDNESDAN
THEIRS WAS A HUNGER

SATURDAY ONLY

Cairo
$29-5(

NO EARTHLY LOVE
COULD SATISFY!

HAS IT
as never before

•

I

Game
yeater.da1
Weaks.
fined $2
Court lal
charged
Lake wi
had a str
warden
Marsh:
Elmo (
amount
charged
cense in
--- —

a a a. taaaaed

Tuesday-Wednesday-Thurs.

MU

Awning tale of the
pioneers who won

FIRST SHOWING IN r.ICRRAY!

To

the Kentucky
denies&

FV"--

win

With

HEATHER ANGEL

With
forthcor
Comma
chants
on Call
week.

JOHN CARRADINE
RALPH FORBES
CLARENCE MUSE

AIME

I)rainage Paid
SHOP ALL 9 FLOORS
Feature
Starts
at
1:00
3:44
6:28

for
• Furniture
• Rugs and Carpets
• Home Furnishings

LIFE ..541.4,"Movie of the rime

Deanna's

The- Very Next Time
You Are
In Hopkinsville

asareai seaall.a•

WINCHELL

9:12
in

'Tops as Cinenser..
LIBERTY ..Seeeflki-r
"Great and Thrillr
.

MOVED NOTICE

NEWSWEEK .5414:
"Excitrinir .
LOOK Sego "Stirring”

•
•

040LO

Dana

ANDREWS.
•

d'itt?
.4
, Anne;

BAXTER
In

Samuel GOLDWYN S

The Speed Queen
_SELF WASHINGETTE SERVICE .
c.
which was located in the' basement on
• :outh 5th Street, has Moved to its new
horn(tbuilt especially for this -service.
Don't forget the quality of washing
you did on the SPEED QUEEN.
This new ptace is located just north of
tho swimming pos4 per''the old ice plant
or across the street from the Highway
Garage.
Same Schedule and Prices
Open to 9 p.m. on Tuesday and
Thursday Nights
Phone 1171 for Appointment
M. G. RICRARDSON, Manager

and

the

THURSIMY•FRIDAY

Mood

HE'S GOT HOCUS in his FOCUS!

M.IVO• a 1.4.•••

DURBIN
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DRAKE
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461,4, ‘IEN,IOU

A IAN GEIPPO
PRODUCTION

HUNTZ HALL GALE ROBBINS
BOBBY JORDAN GABRIEL DELL
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